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Medical professionals are required to pursue evidence-based practice by including the best
available evidence from published research in their decision-making process. However, the
exponential growth of biomedical resources makes it difficult for them to follow this
requirement, and as a result, there is a need for automatic systems that can generate short,
evidence-based summaries to assist them in the process.
This thesis contributes to existing research by proposing sentence ranking strategies to
incorporate domain-specific categorial information to support medical text summarization.
Particularly, both structure-related categories (e.g., Population, Intervention, Background, other,
Study, Outcome) and evidence-based categories (e.g., Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy)
are considered. For the evidence-based categories, we developed our own SVM classifier so that
we can compute the categorial information for all sentences in our dataset. These contributions
are evaluated experimentally against an existing baseline system, along with a description about
their potential applications.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In today’s medical field, doctors are required to consult current research before making clinical
decisions. There are typically many scientific articles retrieved from queried databases or search
engines, which makes it difficult for busy medical professionals to digest information fully for
informed decision making.
The resulting information overload leads to a great deal of wasted time or information loss
(Padmalahari, Kumar, & Prasad, 2015). Medical professionals may find it difficult navigating the
overwhelming bodies of literature or even lose sight of important details (Padmalahari et al., 2015).
As a result, there is a need for automatic summarization systems that are capable of producing
short summaries that are convenient enough to read and contains high-utility information for
practitioners to make informed decisions based on their needs.
This thesis examines three strategies for selecting sentences for single document text
summarization based on an earlier published system called QSPEC (Query-Specific).

1.2 Baseline System
Sarker (2014) developed a medical text summarization system that generates evidence-based
summaries of complex medical queries posed by medical professionals.
The full system Sarker (2014) described takes as input questions in natural English language,
retrieves a set of documents relevant to the question, and then produces a three-sentence summary
of each returned document.
Summaries are generated by selecting the three most appropriate sentences from each document,
which is performed by a separate piece of software within Sarker's (2014) larger system.
In this thesis, we focus on the sentence selection process, which utilizes the statistics derived from
annotated versions of each of the source documents provided in a corpus accompanying Sarker's
(2014) work.
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Using weighted statistics associated with a range of features (e.g., question-specific semantic
types, associations between semantic types, maximal marginal relevance, sentence lengths,
sentence classes, semantic type, and information from the UMLS or Unified Medical Language
System (Bodenreider, 2003), the system scores sentences based on a combination of the individual
scores for each statistical feature. It uses the Edmundsonian paradigm (Edmundson, 2002) to
generate a weighted sum of the statistics related to each of these features for each of the sentences
and this sum is then later used to rank each of the sentences.
This baseline system is selected because:
•

It is a representative solution for evidence-based medical text summarization using a statistical
approach.

•

The data used to evaluate this system has been made available by Mollá & Santiago-Martínez
(2010), and the specific format required for use in the system is available from Sarker (2014).

•

The Python source code for the single document summarization portion of this system was
made available by its author, Sarker (2014), and therefore can be used as a starting place to
explore our ideas of medical text summarization by making changes to the already working
summarization system.

•

The system is the single document summarization component of a larger system named
QSPEC which is used for generating multi-document summaries. This means that an
improvement in the single document summaries generated from our experimental research
strategies could be used in QSPEC for multi-document summarization in future research.

•

The system was evaluated using a similarity measure called ROUGE-L(Longest Common
Subsequence)1. It was documented in Sarker 's (2014) work to have performed significantly
better than the other benchmark systems it was compared against for coverage and quality by
this similarity measure against gold standards (human authored summaries). At the confidence
interval of 95%, the system scored a percentile rank of 96.8% using the strategy by Ceylan et
al. (2010). Based on the performance of the baseline system, we can measure possible

1

ROUGE-L computes the Longest Common Subsequence(LCS) between two summaries with the rationale that
summaries with longer LCS are similar.
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improvements of our proposed sentence re-ranking strategies for medical text summarization,
using the same evaluation measure against gold standard summaries.

The Problems in QSPEC system
1. Sarker (2014), using an analysis of a set of documents called the EBM Corpus, provided
by Mollá & Santiago-Martínez (2012), identified important aspects of medical text
summarization relevant for practitioners who intend to pursue evidence-based medicine.
Sarker suggested that this sort of summarization involved text compression, with an
appraisal of the quality of evidence being an important sub-task. In the implementation
examined in his 2014 study, factors such as type of study, publication type, word-n-grams
and title-n-grams for evidence quality appraisal were used. The single document
summarization system did not assess explicit grades or qualities of evidence, leaving room
for this as a potential improvement.
2. The 2014 system does include measures to identify key information (scientific artefacts of
evidence) such as whether a given sentence would be characterized as background, study,
population, or intervention and this is then available to be used to generate associated
statistics to score sentences for the purpose of summary generation. In the 2014
implementation, however, only two measures related to identification of these key
information were explored: “Position Independency” and “Position Dependency” which
were used for scoring sentences.

1.3 Proposed Solution
There are two existing measures that provide characterizations of the type of information noted in
points 1 and 2 above. The first, “SORT” from Ebell et al.'s (2004) Strength of Recommendation
Taxonomy, gives a categorization based on the level of evidence-based recommendation in a
sentence. The second, “PIBOSO”, is an acronym formed by the category names of types of
sentences related to document structure (Population, Intervention, background, study, and others)
which contains scientific artefacts of evidence.
The baseline system already scores the presence of domain knowledge for medical text
summarization. This research explores to what degree SORT category information, PIBOSO
3

category information or a combination (mutual inclusion) of PIBOSO and SORT category
information may produce higher quality sentence re-ranking and selection.
The Need for Category Information
Ensuring the presence of a variety of category elements will enable us to produce content-level
rich summaries, which may have an effect on coherency as well. For example, given a set of
sentence categories (Population, Intervention, Background, Others, Study, Outcome) for a medical
publication, following the PIBOSO framework we can extract and arrange summary sentences
according to the common order of these sentences and logical development of the associated ideas
in human-generated summaries among these elements.
For example, Population, Intervention and Background are preferably mentioned in close
proximity, at the beginning of a scientific document such as those found in the medical domain.
Study sentences are located mid-way, and Outcome and Other should follow as the last sentences.
A summary thus constructed is highly readable: (1) addresses specific, semantically defined user
needs, and (2) achieves good content-level coherence (Zhang, Li, & Gao, 2013).
In trying to generate content-rich and informative summaries using domain category information,
we are faced with two major problems:
•

How do we find category information in the prospective summary sentences?

•

How do we use the category information to generate content-rich and informative
summaries?

To be able to solve the above problems, it is important to explain the category information (SORT
and PIBOSO) we intend to guide the re-ranking of sentences in medical text summarization.
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How do we find category information in the prospective summary sentences?
SORT
For most medical abstracts, documents from medical journals, databases contain sentences for
which evidence grade, which serves as category information, indicating the quality of the evidence
associated with the recommendation, justification, or answer which may be assigned. This grade
is known as the Strength Of Recommendation (SOR), based on Mark H. Ebell et al.'s (2004)
Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy. The purpose of the grade is to indicate the quality of a
chosen or synthesized sentence in terms of its ability to summarize the related information in the
document (Molla et al., 2016). The quality, or reliability, of the synthesized sentence in a summary
depends on the body of evidence associated with it.
SORT was designed to provide a recommendation system that could be applied throughout the
medical literature (Sarker et al., 2013). SORT describes three evidence grades in sentences or
documents in order of “A, B, C” indicating high, moderate and low quality, respectively. If there
is no identifiable quality, a fourth grade “none” is assigned.
PIBOSO
By introducing background information, scholarly publications usually follow a common
rhetorical structure whereby the problems and research aims are specifically pin-pointed
(Hassanzadeh, Groza, & Hunter, 2014). The methodology is then described, and the results of the
research are finally presented. Abstracts generally have the same structure as the summary of the
reported research (Hassanzadeh et al., 2014).
We will refer to identifiable structures of this type as scientific artefacts. The artefacts usually
occur in the abstracts (structured or unstructured) as whole sentences. The artefacts in the clinical
research domain have been categorized by Kim, Martinez, Cavedon, & Yencken (2011) as
Population, Intervention, Background, Others, Study, and Outcome. This is known as the PIBOSO
scheme, which is a variant of the first approach to formalise rhetorical structure for abstracts, PICO
(Richardson et al., 1995), which stands for “Population or Problem, Intervention, Comparison, and
Outcome.”
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The six PIBOSO categories according to Kim, Martinez, Cavedon, & Yencken (2011) and
Hassanzadeh, Groza, & Hunter (2014) can be defined as:
(i) “POPULATION: the group of individuals participating in a study.
(ii) INTERVENTION: the act of interfering with a condition to modify it or with a process to
change its course.
(iii)BACKGROUND: material that places the current study in perspective, e.g. work that preceded
the current study, information about disease prevalence, etc.
(iv) OUTCOME: a summarization of the consequences of an intervention.
(v) STUDY DESIGN: the type of study that is being described.
(vi) OTHER: other information in the publication.”
By comparing these artefacts across publications, medical professionals may be able to track
the evolution of treatments and empirical evidence, which can be employed in their decision
making. Studies have shown that this framework improves the clarity of clinical concerns
generated from precise search results (Booth, O’Rourke, & Ford, 2000; Cheng, 2004).

Using category information to rank sentences
The text summarization process involves four phases in Sarker’s (2014) implementation: PreProcessing, Sentence Scoring, Sentence Ranking and Summary Extraction.
The text document is selected in the pre-processing stage and the data in it is divided into sentences
and tokens.

Each sentence is evaluated during sentence scoring by considering the linear

combination of multiple parameters such as frequency, sentence position, cue words, title
similarity, sentence length and proper nouns. Then, the sentences are ranked by their scores to be
potentially selected as part of a summary (T. Sri Rama Raju, 2017).
In this process, we can adjust the final sentence selections by simply adjusting the ranking
produced by the original system by filtering the values using SORT and PIBOSO categories.
•

To incorporate SORT category information, we will simply prefer higher grade sentences,
using type “A” when available, then “B”, etc. SORT information is not currently supplied
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within the Sarker system, so to achieve this goal we will need the help of a classifier to produce
a SORT grade for each sentence.
•

To incorporate PIBOSO category information, we will choose “Population,” “Intervention” or
“Background” elements for the first sentence, “Study” element for the second, and an
“Outcome” element for the last sentence.

A method incorporating both strategies will also be evaluated. Details of the implementation are
provided in Chapter 3.
Thesis Statement
This thesis will evaluate whether filtering the ranked set of sentences within the Sarker's (2014)
system to prefer sentences with higher SORT grades, with a logical PIBOSO structure, or both,
will produce three-sentence summaries that have a higher ROUGE similarity score than the
unmodified baseline system when calculated against provided human gold standard summaries.
Outcome of this thesis is intended to take us closer to an upgrade in the generation of evidencebased medical text summaries guided by domain-category information.

1.4 Research Contributions
Text categorization and classification is a fundamental task in understanding, mining, and analyzing
medical text and it can benefit applications that improve healthcare in general (Cohan, 2019). In this
thesis, I extend the baseline system summarizer by making use of the domain-specific (SORT and
PIBOSO) category information and developing a novel algorithm to propagate sentence re-ranking.
Using Supervised machine learning, I contribute to the evidence appraisal of evidence-statements by.
by generating a classification model trained on discriminating features for each SORT category in
order to generate a SORT grade for sentences in single documents to be summarized. In creating this
classification model for SORT grading, I provide an evaluation of several potential classifier
algorithms and determine the best performing classifier. The development of such an evidence grading
model has demonstrated potential contributions by considering the communication of evidence in a
sentence and has therefore opened up new perspectives for improvements by rich feature generation
to improve SORT grading of evidence expressing sentences in future work.
7

I investigated whether the application of SORT or PIBOSO domain category information or their
mutual inclusion as condition-oriented strategies for sentence re-ranking and selection can contribute
to the generation of higher quality summaries as measured by ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy
for Gist Evaluation) scores in comparison with Sarker’s unmodified 2014 system. The results of our
research:
•

Has led us to understand that the lack of statistical significance in many of the results found in
the performance between either of our condition-oriented strategies for sentence re-ranking
and selection in comparison with the ranking and selection strategy in Sarker’s unmodified
2014 system does not decrease their values. Rather, it has advanced the understanding of
summary generation by sentence selection using PIBOSO and SORT domain category
information.

•

Our research has also raised questions on the evaluation of the success or utility of such highly
scientific summaries based on lexical based approach such as ROUGE metric to be addressed
in future work and,

•

The new insights gained takes us closer to an upgrade in evidence-based medical summary
generation guided by domain category information to be explored in future research.

1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of relevant literature. We discuss the need for text
summarization in the medical domain and then explore automatic text summarization methods and
techniques. We then go ahead to discuss the need for domain specific structures, categories and
information and then look into existing summarization systems. We discuss in depth Sarker’s
system. We provide background for text categorization in general and identify useful category
information for medical text summarization. Finally, we formalize category information as a guide
for medical text summarization, and address evaluation techniques used in this field.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology followed in the experimental procedure. First, we provide a
detailed summary of document data we use. We present components of the two corpora used in
our work. We then explain our approach to the problem of automatic source abstract sentence
evidence SORT grading, evaluate and discuss the results. We finally detail our methodology for
the sentence re-ranking and summary generation.
8

Chapter 4 details the results of our experiments of the sentence r-ranking strategies for generating
three-sentence summaries and also includes evaluation and discussion of the results. The
performance of the system on several illustrative documents is included, and overall analysis of
performance is performed.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we conclude with a summary of the thesis, outlining future directions and
possible applications of our work.
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2 Background and Related Work
The amount of information available for medical professionals and researchers is increasing
exponentially, particularly for biomedical literature, databases and health records of patients
(Smith, 2010; Davidoff & Miglus, 2011). To provide optimal patient care, they need to efficiently
and effectively retrieve, interpret, and integrate relevant information from multiple sources
(Davidoff & Miglus, 2011). Researchers also need to traverse a large amount of biomedical
literature for exercises such as generating new theories and having a sense of the state-of-the-art
research in a given area (Mishra et al., 2014). To help medical professionals and researchers
manage their information needs, electronic resources such as online literature databases and
electronic health records (EHR) systems are developed. As of May 2019, the MEDLINE
bibliographic database of the US National Library of Medicine has recorded well over 25 million
citations from more than 5,200 biomedical journals (MEDLINE, 2019). As of May 2019, PubMed,
the foremost database of biomedical abstracts in the world, contained over 29 million citations (US
National Library of Medicine - National Institutes of Health, 2019). Finding useful information
for decision making and/or other purposes from the ever-increasing body of knowledge and
resources is excessively time-consuming (Moradi & Ghadiri, 2018). This hampers the maximum
functionality of medical professionals especially on time-sensitive tasks and makes them less
efficient (Demner-Fushman, Hauser, & Thoma, 2005; Ubbink, Guyatt, & Vermeulen, 2013; Ebell,
Barry, Slawson, & Shaughnessy, 1999). Managing information overload without the aid of
automatic tools is therefore a daunting task, particularly due to the vast amount of domain-specific
knowledge required and the highly complex domain-specific terminology and semantic
relationships involved(Sarker & Mollá, 2012).
New methods and approaches based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) have proved essential
to efficiently processing large amounts of information. Applications such as Information Retrieval
(IR), Question Answering (QA) or Text Summarization (TS) can help users to more easily access
information, reducing the time they need to handle the information as well as selecting the
information most useful to them (Lloret & Palomar, 2013). In particular, the purpose of Text
Summarization is to process, synthesize and present the information to users in a condensed form,
avoiding the difficult task of reading everything and facilitating the process of guiding the user to
what is important in the text. According to Maybury(1995), “an effective summary distills the
most important information from a source (or sources) to produce an abridged version of the
10

original information for a particular user(s) and task(s).” Mani, House, Firmin, & Sundheim(2002)
also defined text summarization as “a process to produce a condensed representation of the content
of its input for human consumption.”
Advances in information retrieval technology have demonstrated some value in assisting medical
professionals to handle information overload using text categorization and text summarization
(Ng, Bysani, Lin, Kan, & Tan, 2012; Hennig, Umbrath, & Wetzker, 2008; Sarker, 2014; Zhang,
Li, & Gao, 2013), which suggests that to generate summaries for practitioners in the pursuit of
evidence-based medicine, there is a need to explore category information to enhance quality in
content selection in order to capture all important elements in summaries (Sarker & Mollá, 2012).
As mentioned earlier, the main purpose of this thesis is to convert medical text into a condensed
summary by introducing different strategies implemented within Sarker’s (2014) single document
summarization component of the baseline system (QSPEC) where we appraise the use of the
guidance of domain-based category information (Ibekwe-SanJuan, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013) for
single document text summarization. To the best of our knowledge, we believe that the use of
domain category information in a guided manner (Ibekwe-SanJuan, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013) for
sentence ranking and sentence selection is yet to be explored for use in generating informative and
content rich summaries. Following the work of Ng et al. (2012), we assume that domain categoryspecific information embeds a useful signal that can potentially propel the generation of highutility medical text summaries.
In this chapter, we discuss various aspects of automatic text summarization as an alternative to the
classical list-based information retrieval search model offered by PubMed and the appraisal of
domain specific structures based on categories for text summarization. We then discuss medical
text summarization and different approaches implemented, text categorization as a way to improve
text summarization, machine learning models applied, and evaluation measures used in our work.
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2.1 Automatic Text Summarization
Automatic text summarization is the technique in which a computer creates an abstract or summary
of one or more texts automatically. According to Erkan & Radev (2004), the intent of a summary
is to express the informative contents of a document in a compressed manner. Mani et al (2002)
provides a more formal definition and explains that the process of summarization involves “taking
an information source, extracting content from it, and presenting the most important content to the
user in a condensed form and in a manner sensitive to the user’s or application’s needs.” Mani &
Maybury (1999) explain that summarization is a hard task because it requires the characterisation
of a source text as a whole, capturing its important content, where content is a matter of both
information and how information is being conveyed, i.e. high-utility and significance is a matter
of what is essential as well as what is salient.
The motivation for building automated summarization systems has increased over time due to the
increasing availability of web-based textual information, and the explosion of available
information has necessitated intensive research in this area (Mani et al, 2002). In American
research libraries, the initial interest in automatic text shortening was spawned during the sixties.
A large number of scientific papers and books had to be stored digitally and made searchable.
However, the storage capacity was very limited at that time and it was not possible to fit full papers
and books into databases. Summaries have therefore been stored, indexed and searchable;
sometimes the papers or books already contained summaries, but in cases where there was no
ready-made summary available, it was necessary to create them (Hassel, 2004). Thus, the
technique has been in development for many years now (Luhn, 2010; Edmundson, 2002; Salton
& Buckley, 1988) and there has been a growing interest in summary techniques in recent years
with the increased use of the Internet. Today, since storage is cheap and seemingly limitless, the
situation is quite different from what it was in the sixties. Digitally stored information is available
in an abundance of forms to the extent that it is almost impossible to search and choose manually
which is true for the medical domain (Molla et al., 2016). Consequently, significant progress in
automated summarization has been made in the last two decades (Jones, 2007).
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The prime advantage of having a large amount of available information is the redundancy
involved. Research has shown how summarization systems can exploit this redundancy (Barzilay
& Lapata, 2008; Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990), particularly when
summarising from multiple documents. As will be discussed later, many summarization systems
rely on redundancy (e.g., frequently occurring words, concepts, etc.) to generate automated
summaries. In the medical domain, redundancy is beneficial as it gives stronger evidence on a
given finding. As for the cons, the abundance of information also introduces the need for efficient
information retrieval and extraction, both of which are difficult tasks. In many cases, identification
of relevant information requires elaborate manual searching through redundant information, which
is often quite time consuming and therefore rather inefficient. Barzilay & Lapata (2008) argue that
the added value is not only obtained through greater amounts of data, but also through convenient
access to the required information at the right time and in the most appropriate form. This gives
rise to the need for technologies that can gather required information for the users and present them
in a simplified, concise and friendly manner.
2.1.1

Types of Text Summarization
The automatic generation of textual summaries from a source text includes at least four processing
steps:
(1) source text analysis, (2) identifying important source elements, (3) condensing information, a
nd (4) generating the resulting summary presentation (Maybury, 1995).
With regards to the number of inputs to be fed into a summarizer, we can have single document
and multi-document summarization (Zajic, Dorr, & Lin, 2008; Fattah & Ren, 2009). For the
former, a summary is generated for one document, while for the latter; a summary is generated for
a group of related documents. Generally speaking, the task of summarizing multi-documents is
more difficult than summarizing a single document because redundancy of similar sentences is
much more serious for a group of related documents. Among the methods that address the
redundancy issue, the MMR approach (Maximal Marginal Relevance) is shown to decrease
redundancy, according to Carbonell & Goldstein (1998). In the most recent years, more attention
is given to exclusive strategies to enhance the results for multi-document summarization (Wang,
Li, Zhu, & Ding, 2008).
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There is also a distinction between extractive and abstractive summarizations. It is worth taking
note of the discussion and debate about the best approach for summarization purposes. Within the
light of our research area, it is expected to generate machine summaries that cover the most
important aspects supported by the best evidence, especially in summaries, as a human would.
These sorts of summaries produced by humans are abstractive by nature and are mostly preferred
by researchers and practitioners. Abstractive summaries generated are closer to human-like
interpretation as humans do not normally produce an extract of sentences from the original text as
is the case with extractive automatic summaries. However, true abstraction requires more complex
processes as well as large-scale resources and owing to the lack of advancements in natural
language processing and understanding, its ability to be widely adopted is hampered (Paice &
Jones, 2003). On the other hand, extractive text summarization is known to be in wide use and has
proven to be more stable and to yield better results. Irrespective of the challenges discussed by
Nenkova & Passonneau (2004) in relation to possible exact matches, information with the same
meaning, even when expressed using different wording in different summaries, especially with
highly scientific domains, extractive text summarization has been recorded as being able to
preserve specificity, is easily implemented and ensures retention of important information (Jing &
McKeown, 2003).
Summarizations can also be divided into general and query-centered (Gambhir & Gupta, 2016). A
query-centered summary focuses on the content related to a query while a general summary tries
to cover the main topic(s) in the whole document.
Summarization problems can be addressed as either supervised or unsupervised (Fattah & Ren,
2009; Mani & Maybury, 1999). Training data are needed in a supervised scenario in order to learn
the patterns about the important contents from source documents. Normally, a large quantity of
labelled or annotated data is required in order to gain knowledge in such learning approaches. The
unsupervised methods also require a large quantity of data, but they do not need to be annotated.
They typically use clustering or heuristic rules in generating summaries and thus are more
appropriate for situations where annotating is too costly or not feasible.
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Based on the style of output, summaries can either be indicative or informative. Indicative
summaries discuss the subject matter of a document. On the other hand, informative summaries
deliver coverage in an elaborated manner whilst still keeping the subject matter of a document.
Another type of summary, just like the aforementioned two summaries, is the critical assessment
abstract. This type of summary takes into consideration the views of the focused audience
concerning a selected subject matter and even their evaluations, critiques, recommendations,
feedback, and so forth.
With regards to language-based summaries, there are three varieties: multi-lingual, mono-lingual
and cross-lingual summaries. When the language of input and output are the same, it is a monolingual summarization system. When inputs are in a number of languages and summary is likewise
generated in those languages, then it is referred to as a multi-lingual summarization system. If the
input language is in one language and the summary generated is in any other language, then it is a
cross-lingual summarization (Gambhir & Gupta, 2017). Table 2-1 below details the various kinds
of summaries and the elements they cover that determine their kind.
Table 2-1: Determinant factors for choosing various kinds of summaries (Taken from:
Gambhir & Gupta (2016))
Types of Summary

Determining factors

Single and multi-document

Number of documents

Extractive and abstractive

Output (if extract or abstract is required)

Generic and query focused

Purpose (required by general or query)

Supervised and Unsupervised

Training data availability

Mono, multi and cross lingual

Language

Web-based

Summarizing web pages

E-mail based

Summarizing emails

Personalized

Specific to user’s needs

Updates

Current updates on a subject

Sentiment-based

Opinions are discovered

Survey

Facts related to a person, place or entity
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In this research, we will be focusing on generating single document summaries expressed in the
English language using an extractive summarization approach.
2.1.2

Extractive Text Summarization Approaches
The core of all extractive summarizers is formed of three independent tasks, which are:
1) Construction of an intermediate representation of the input text: There are two types of
representation-based approaches: topic representation and indicator representation. Topic
representation converts the text into a secondary representation interpreting the topic(s) discussed
in the text (Allahyari et al., 2017). The techniques used for this differ in terms of their complexity,
and are divided into frequency-driven approaches (Thomas, Bharti, & Babu, 2016), topic-word
approaches (Farzindar, Lapalme, & Universit, 2005), discourse-based method (Salton et al, 1997;
Marcu,1999), Algebraic methods (Chien & Wu, 2008; Hofmann, 2001; Lee, Park, Ahn, & Kim,
2009; Wang, Li, Zhu, & Ding, 2008; Wang et al, 2008), coherent-based approaches (Rodrigues
Uzêda, Alexandre, Pardo, Das Graças, & Nunes, 2008), and Bayesian topic models (Chien & Wu,
2008). Indicator representation describes each sentence as a list of important formal features
(indicators) such as the length of the sentence, the position in the document, certain sentences
etc.,(Allahyari et al., 2017). These techniques are made up of graph based approaches (Radev, 2000;
Erkan & Radev, 2004) and machine learning approaches (Mani & Maybury, 1999).
2) Scoring the sentences based on the representation: When generating the intermediate
representation, each sentence is assigned a high-utility score. In the topic representation approaches,
the score of a sentence shows how well the sentence explains some of the most significant topics
(Allahyari et al., 2017). The score is calculated in the representation of indicators by aggregating
evidence from different weighted indicators.
3) Generation of a summary comprised of a number of sentences: The summarizer system
selects the most significant top-k sentences to produce a summary. A few approaches tend to
employ greedy algorithms for selection of high-utility sentences while some approaches can turn
the selection of sentences into an optimization problem when selecting a collection of sentences,
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taking into account the constraint of maximizing overall utility, coherence and minimizing
redundancy (Allahyari et al., 2017).
2.1.3

Machine Learning Techniques for Extractive Text Summarization
Most techniques are aimed at representing the text based on a set of features, so it can be used
directly to rank the sentences without representing the input text topics. Machine learning
approaches that treat summarization as a classification problem are widely used by applying Naive
Bayes (Mouratis & Kotsiantis, 2009), Decision Trees (C.-Y. Lin, 2004), Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (Schilder, Kondadadi, Corp, & Drive, 2008), Neural Network (NN) (Oliveira, Ciarelli, De
Souza, & Badue, 2008), Hidden Markov models (Conroy, 2001; Zhou, Lin, Munteanu, & Hovy,
2007), Maximum Entropy (Yu, Xu, Zhang, Change, & Seide, 2007), and Conditional Random
Fields (Ling, Huang, & Zhang, 2003) to obtain a true-to-life summary. As it turns out, other
techniques are often outperformed by methods such as Hidden Markov Models and Conditional
Random Fields whereby the dependency among sentences are specifically suggested (Allahyari et
al., 2017).
The problem with the classification approaches, however, is that if supervised methods of learning
are used to perform summarization, a set of labeled documents is needed to train the classifier,
requiring costly corpus development. A possible way out is to apply semi-supervised approaches
that combine a small amount of annotated data along with a large amount of unannotated data in
the training process (Allahyari et al., 2017).
Overall, machine learning methods are slowly becoming hybrid (Thomas et al., 2016) and have
proven to be very successful both in single and multi-document summarizations, particularly in
class-specific summarization such as drawing scientific paper abstracts or biographical summaries.

2.2 Medical Text Summarization
In recent times, medical text summarization has received significant amount of focus in the
research space, by making attempts to make use of domain knowledge and resources. A variety of
document types are now being addressed by the different approaches and even most of the question
answering systems with text summarization components have been developed specific to the
medical domain space. Most of the work on query-focused summarization in this research has been
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executed under the broad domain of QA. In addition, Natural Language Processing driven
approaches applied to medical text summarization have been studied over the last few decades (
Sarker & Mollá, 2012; Sarker, 2014; Sarker et al., 2016), which require domain-specific
knowledge and incorporation of terminological resources within the medical field.
More recently, category information guided systems are introduced since they can not only capture
the user need(s) but also enable us to produce content-rich summaries. A summary constructed in
this way, as we mentioned earlier, is ideal in that it 1) addresses specific and semantically
structured user need, and 2) can potentially achieve good coherence at the content level (Zhang et
al., 2013). Previous work focused on statistics concerning domain-specific sentence classes for
medical abstracts, such as background, topic, etc. (McKnight & Srinivasan, 2003) for medical
summaries (Sarker, 2014). However, we are not aware of prior work dedicated to domain category
information guided summarization for medical text.
2.2.1

Need for Domain-Specific Structures, Categories and Information
A number of factors make the medical domain a complex and interesting one for text processing.
They include: large volumes of data (e.g., about 22 million articles in Medline alone); highly
complex, lexical and ontological domain-specific terminologies (e.g., drug names and disease
names) from resources such as UMLS (Bodenreider, 2003); software tools and methods for
exploring the semantic information available in text such as MetaMap (Aronson, 2001), domain
specific structures and question typologies (Athenikos, Han, & Brooks, 2008).
Since most medical practitioners are required to pursue evidence- based medicine, identifying and
presenting evidence in a condensed manner is essentially a task of summarization. The need for
domain-specific structures is due to some of the problems listed below which are faced by medical
practitioners:

•

Problems of question formation and identification of scientific artefacts which streamline the
summaries to needs of users, help identify important concepts, extract important sentences etc. can
be solved through texts classified and annotated into frameworks like PICO (Population,
Intervention, Comparison and Outcome) (Bigby & Rzany, 2014), PECODR (Patient-PopulationProblem, Exposure-Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Duration, and Results) (Dawes et al.,
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2007), PIBOSO (Population, Intervention, Background, Outcome, Study Design, and Other) (Kim
et al., 2011), PICOT (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, and Time) (Riva, Malik,
Burnie, Endicott, & Busse, 2012), CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
(Moher, Schulz, & Altman, 2005), and the STARD initiative (Standards for Reporting of
Diagnostic Accuracy) (Bossuyt et al., 2003).
•

Using the UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) Metathesaurus, a large, multi-lingual and
multi-purpose lexicon made up of millions of biomedical and health-related concepts; concept
relationships, the concepts associated with the source of evidence, the relevance of evidence to a
condition and the identification of evidence sentences can be resolved (Moradi & Ghadiri, 2018).
In addition to the Metathesaurus, the UMLS includes the two main components: Specialist lexicon
and Semantic network2. Knowledge sources like MESH, SNOMED-CT and NCBI taxonomy are
used to identify cue terms and phrases such as “the results of ”, “we deduce”, “treatment of ” etc.,
identify descriptors and perform concept identification with the help of MetaMap3 thereby
allowing summarization systems to be more domain-specific and generate evidence-based
summaries more accurately (Moradi & Ghadiri, 2018). To extract semantic relationships in
sentences, the use of semantic knowledge representation tool such as SemRep4, is also needed.

•

Identification of evidence quality in text: Structures such as GRADE (Grading of
Recommendations,

Assessment,

Development

and

Evaluation),

SORT

(Strength

of

Recommendation Taxonomy), AGREE (Appraisal of Guidelines Research and Evaluation) etc.,
need to be used for grading the quality of evidence, strength of recommendation and assessment
of validity and quality in summarization systems targeted towards medical practitioners who are
required to pursue evidence-based medicine (De Castro Maymone, Gan, & Bigby, 2014). The
evidence grading of each summary sentence, which could contribute towards bottom-line answer

2
The Semantic Network contains a number of broad subject categories known as semantic types that characterizes all the
Metathesaurus concepts (Available at: https://semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov)

Specialist lexicon is a database of lexicographic information for use in NLP systems (Available at:
https://semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov)
3
MetaMap identifies and maps biomedical text to the UMLS Metathesaurus or to discover the concepts of
Metathesaurus referred to in the text. MetaMap returns a semantic type together with each concept that determines
the concept's semantic category (Available at: https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov)
4
SemRep extracts semantic predications from biomedical text(Available at: https://skr3.nlm.nih.gov/)
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generation, suggests more informed decision-making. Articles can be categorized into these
structures using identified MESH terms, publication types, semantic types and associations etc.
Ng et al.( 2012) showed that it was possible to improve the quality of automatically extracted
content in summaries by making use of information shared by all document sets belonging to a
common category. They showed that this property could be embodied by the concept of CategorySpecific Importance (CSI). Their experiment shows that CSI is a valuable metric for the selection
of sentences in extractive summary tasks. Hennig et al.(2008) also describes how to map sentences
to nodes of a flexible, broad-based ontology. He shows that the mapping provides a semantic
representation of the sentence information content which in turn improves the summary quality.
Different sentence characteristics are calculated on the basis of the category labels themselves and
the structural properties of the taxonomy, in turn improving the accuracy of the SVM classifier
trained for the classification of unseen sentences. In addition, this work which provided
experimental results of ROUGE5 scores of summaries generated from the classification output of
an SVM classifier trained which employed the use of ontology-based sentence features was shown
to have outperformed summaries generated by an SVM trained on just standard features
(Rananavare, Laxmi B., 2017).
As discussed, automatic summary of medical text using domain category information has been
shown to be successful in previous work to overcome the problem of information overload,
reducing the amount of text to be read while considering information coverage, information
significance, information redundancy and text cohesion.
2.2.2

Existing Medical Text Summarization Systems
In recent times, medical text summarization has received significant attention as well as made
progress. A variety of medical text types with guided use of domain information have been
addressed by different approaches and QA (Question Answering) systems (Athenikos et al., 2008),
information retrieval systems as well as summarization systems have been developed specifically
for this domain. More recently Sarker (2014) presented an approach(QSPEC) to summarize

5

ROUGE(C. Lin, 2004) is one of the most widely used set of metrics in summarization evaluation used to estoimate
the quality of a system generated summary when compared against human-generated summary
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medical documents taking advantage of domain-specific information such as a specialized corpus
(Mollá & Santiago-Martínez, 2010) , knowledge sources, domain frameworks and taxonomies to
generate weighted statistics which are then used for sentence ranking/selection and summary
generation.
Since we intend to generate medical text summaries guided by automatically recognized category
information, we will discuss characteristics of a number of systems that perform extractive
summarization of medical text. For Full QA systems, we will be addressing their summarization
components. This review will discuss the capabilities of these systems as well as their weaknesses
to enable us to decide which of the systems will be most beneficial to build our thesis work on.
The following aspects will be covered for each of these systems within the summarization context
for the medical domain:
Input to be summarized: There are resources available on which the healthcare practitioner can
rely on. Most medical information systems with text summarization modules are built with the
intent of enabling medical practitioners in pursuit of evidence-based medicine to maximize their
usage of these resources. Some of these systems used for providing decision support
summarization of articles or abstracts from sources such as MEDLINE, PsycInfo6, Embase7,
Cochrane Library8 etc., summarization of clinical notes (Moen et al., 2016), summarize research
related to the treatment of diseases, drug information (Fiszman, Rindflesch, & Kilicoglu, 2006),
summarize electronic health records (Pivovarov & Elhadad, 2015). etc. from journals such as
Journal of Family Practice9 and even sources such as UpToDate10.

6

Available from a number of database suppliers including Ovid. http://www.ovid.com.

7

Available from a number of database suppliers including Ovid. http://www.ovid.com.

8

Available at: http://www.cochrane.org

9

Available at: http://www.jfponline.com.

10

Available at: http://uptodate.com/home/about/index.html.
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Use of domain knowledge, frameworks and taxonomies: For medical text summarization,
which is domain specific, one important task is to discover terms and phrases specific to the
domain. These are done with the help of knowledge bases, frameworks or taxonomies. Identifying
cue phrases or terms in your data can be done with the help of existing collections like MESH,
SNOMED CT available in the Metathesaurus etc. Taxonomies exist for many aspects of health
research but in light of our work, one of the very important taxonomies is one, which is used to
identify scientific evidence artefacts. These scientific evidence artefacts identifying frameworks
include but are not limited to PICO, PIBOSO, and PECODR etc. Also, taxonomies to assess the
quality of included studies for practitioners pursuing EBM include but are not limited to SORT,
GRADE etc., which are some of the existing frameworks for evidence quality appraisal.
Techniques towards medical text summarization: Various routes have been employed towards
medical text summarization not limited to question answering based on specifics, categorization
based on concepts, modality polarity, semantic information etc. Some of them have adopted
statistical-based approaches, machine learning/deep-learning based approaches, clustering and
graph-based approaches, knowledge-based approaches etc. some of which are particularly targeted
towards the practice of EBM.
Performance measure and achieved in light of goal: Performance of medical summarization
systems is measured in light of their goals for which they were designed. Some of the measures
include quality of evidence supporting information in terms of how much one can rely on
information in summaries generated, coverage and saliency of information with respect to needs,
relevance and connectivity of summaries to needs, ease of use of systems in summary
generation, redundancy balance to avoid repetition of concepts or details in summaries
generated.
Table 2-2 details the comparison between existing summarization systems within the context of
our research.
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Table 2-2: Extractive medical text summarization systems
System

Input

Unit

CQA 1.0
(DemnerFushman & Lin,
2007)

MEDLINE
Abstracts

Multidocument

EpoCare (Niu,
Zhu, & Hirst,
2006)

Medline
abstracts

Multidocument

AskHermes
(Cao et al.,
2011)

Medline
Abstracts and
full texts

Multidocument

Use of domain
knowledge,
Frameworks and
Taxonomies
UMLS, PICO

Technique

Performance Measured

Performance achieved

A summarization
system where text
segments classified as
the outcomes of the
study are presented as
the final summary.

Verification that each
hit list contained at
least some relevant
information to the
query formulated.
Quality of evidence.
Coverage of Summary.
Quality of evidence.

86% of the system's
replies were classified
as "good" versus 60%
of PubMed's replies.
Failed with Coverage
as summaries
generated focused on
outcome.
Does not follow EBM
guidelines for quality
of evidence.

UMLS, PICO

The summarization
component performs
sentence level polarity
classification of
sentences in medical
abstracts and applies
this information for
summarization.

Benefit of summaries
from identification of
polarity was low.
More emphasis is
placed on the
“Outcome” more than
the other PICO
elements.

UMLS.
Comparisons
between Google
and UpToDate
answering 60

A summarization
system which makes
use of the category
information of an
input query to

Coverage and saliency
of information with
respect to achieving
“outcome” information
measured by ROUGE
Precision and Recall
metrics for sentencelevel evaluation.
Relevance and quality
of summary to needs.
The system was rated
by three physicians
based on ease of use,
response quality, time
spent and overall
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Rated well for ease of
use.
The lengthy
summaries do not
satisfy the requirement

questions from a
clinical question
database

generate summaries at
the paragraph level.

performance (following
scale 1 to 5).

A semantic graphbased questionoriented extractive
system for
synthesizing
biomedical multidocuments.
Generates summaries
based on either of the
three concept
categories required:
ontological concepts
(general WordNet
concepts and specific
UMLS concepts),
named entities and
noun phrases.
A summarization
system that attempts
to generate evidencebased summaries to
complex medical
queries posed by
practitioners by
applying statistical
techniques to score

ROUGE metrics for
relevance of summaries
generated to query.

BIOSQUASH
(Shi et al., 2007)

MEDLINE
Abstracts

Multidocument

UMLS, SemRep

QSPEC (Sarker,
2014)

MEDLINE
Abstracts

Single and
MultiDocument

UMLS,
PIBOSO, SORT
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Precision, Recall, Fscore and ROUGE
metrics of summaries
for quality, relevance,
salience with respect to
query. Incorporated
domain specific
information.

of bottom-line
recommendations
required by
practitioners.
Does not take
evidence quality into
consideration
Achieved higher
ROUGE-2 and SU4
scores when summary
is measured against
query than the human
written summaries
against query.

By ROUGE-L FQSPEC better than
baseline methods it
was compared against.
Incorporate domain
knowledge
information and made
use of domain
specialized corpus.

sentences in a
specialized corpus
based on identified
category information
and concepts
identified with the
help of machine
learning techniques.
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Measured for quality of
evidence.
Followed EBM
guidelines

Measures quality of
evidence
Follows EBM
guidelines

From Table 2-2, we deduce that most of the existing baseline systems have proven to be effective
and successful either in single and/or multi-document summarization for evidence-based medicine
for all or some of the aspects we considered. The systems emphasized the impact of domainknowledge information and domain-specialized data or knowledge requirements to perform
medical text summarization.
On the other hand, from our examination of these systems as detailed in the published research
documented by their authors, we noticed that some of these systems concentrated solely on outcome
information without considering other scientific evidence artefacts such as population, background
etc. in generation of summaries (Demner-Fushman & Lin, 2007; Niu et al., 2006) and/or fails to
incorporate the quality of evidence supporting the information covered (Cao et al., 2011; Shi et al.,
2007), which may impacts the usefulness of these summaries to medical professionals and
researchers during critical assessment and decision making.
As we mentioned earlier, Sarker's (2014) system would be our baseline system due to its
performance in comparison to the other existing systems reviewed.

2.3 Sarker’s System
2.3.1

Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) Summarizer Corpus

The section on clinical inquiries in the Journal of Family Practice is a reliable source of information
on real-life evidence-based medicine practice and as such articles related to this section appeal to
our work because they have a number of features that can be used to study evidence-based
summaries (Molla et al., 2016). The EBM Summarizer corpus processed and used in the single
document summarizer component of Sarker’s system was originally developed by Mollá &
Santiago-Martínez (2012)11. It contains both single document and multi-document summaries with
additional information such as grades indicating the qualities of evidence. Within the context of
our research, the EBM summarizer corpus used in Sarker’s system (2014) contains:

11

The EBM Summarizer corpus was all sourced by Mollá & Santiago-Martínez (2012) from the Clinical inquiries
section of the Journal of family Practice
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•

A clinical question e.g. Which treatments works best for haemorrhoids? (Molla et al., 2016).

•

Bottom-line evidence-based response(s) or recommendation(s) aimed at synthesizing evidence
from multiple medical literature related to a question.

•

Each part of the evidence-based response contains a grade showing the quality of the answerrelated evidence associated with the answer (Molla et al., 2016). This grade is known as the SOR
(Strength of Recommendation) based on Mark H Ebell et al's. (2004) Strength of Recommendation
Taxonomy. The reliability/quality of a synthesized answer bottom-line answer is heavily
dependent on the body of evidence and a brief justification behind the body of evidence is also
provided. Figure 2-1 showing the content of a sample article as it appears in the Journal of Family
Practice shows a bottom-line response given a grade “B”, whereas two subsequent responses are
assigned grades “A”. The first evidence is obtained from the study type Retrospective Studies,
which is lower than the Systematic Reviews type of study from which the second and third
responses were obtained (Molla et al., 2016).

•

The detailed justifications provide more information about the clinical studies providing evidence
of the bottom-line responses. They generally contain, in addition to the results, some underlying
information about the studies. Typically, the detailed justifications contain nuggets of summarized
information from individual documents which

12

are authored by human experts (gold standard

summaries) and provide the query-relevant information in a compact format (Molla et al., 2016).
Figure 2-1 as it appears in the Journal of Family Practice presents the detailed justifications, which
contain the gold standard summaries as shown in the Evidence Summary section. Some
background information along with the outcome information is provided for each study being
discussed. The extract is taken from a single Retrospective Study and it is also suggested that
surgical interventions are recommended over conservative interventions (Molla et al., 2016).
•

To produce the detailed justifications, these referenced articles are the source texts from which
information was condensed and extracted. Figure 2-2 shows the references of a sample Clinical
Inquiry article as citations and the list is compiled in the reference section. Single document

12

The original article can be found at http://www.jfponline.com/index.php?id=22143&tx_ttnews[tt_news] =174638. (Accessed
on 26th May 2019).
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summaries are generated from the abstracts of these reference articles in our research. These same
source abstracts were also used in Sarker’s work (2014).

Figure 2-1:Extract from a sample article in the Clinical Inquiries section of Journal of
Family Practice showing the title, summary evidence and detailed justifications.
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Figure 2-2:Extract from a sample article in the clinical inquiries section of the journal of
family practice showing the detailed justifications and references at the end of the article.
2.3.1.1 Structure of the EBM Corpus used in Sarker’s work.
The corpus as availably provided to us by Sarker (2014) for use in our research is encoded in a
processed .txt format made up of a set of records, R = {r1 ... rm}. Each record, ri , denotes a clinical
inquiry article from the Journal of Family Practice (JFP), made up of a clinical query, qi , from an
existing a set of questions Q = {q1 ... qm}(Molla et al., 2016) .
Each ri has a set of one or more bottom-line answers (also referred to as multi-document
summaries) associated with the query, Ai = {ai1 ... ain} encoded in an XML format13. Each bottomline answer has a grade, gi j , associated with it, so that each record contains a set of grades, Gi =
13

Available at: https://sourceforge.net/p/ebmsumcorpus/code/ci/default/tree/
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{gi1 ... gin}. For each bottom-line answer of ri , ai j , associated with record ri, there exists a set
of human-authored detailed justifications (single-document gold standard summaries) Li j = {li j1
... li jo}(Molla et al., 2016). Each detailed justification, li jk, is associated with at least one source
document abstract di j k available to us in a .txt format (Sarker, 2014). Thus, the corpus has a set
of source documents, which is denoted as Di j = {di j1 ... di jo}(Molla et al., 2016).
Figure 2-3 diagrammatically shows the layout of a sample record from the corpus.

q1
ai1

ai2

gi1

li11

di12

gi2

li12

li13

li14

di12

di13

di14

Figure 2-3:Layout of the EBM Corpus
APPENDIX 1 shows the actual corpus in XML format and APPENDIX 2 presents a screenshot
showing the structure of a PubMed abstract.
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The statistics of the EBM summarizer corpus as used in Sarker’s work (Sarker, 2014) are as
follows:
•

Number of records: 456;

•

Number of bottom-line answers associated with the records: 1,396;

•

Number of bottom-line answers with quality grades specified: 1,225 (345 for A, 535 for B, 329
for C, 187 for D or none14);

•

Number of detailed justifications otherwise known as single-document evidence summaries
associated with the bottom-line answers: 3,036; and

•

Number of unique referenced articles (PubMed abstracts) associated with the detailed
justifications: 2,908; more than one detailed justification is associated with 797 referenced articles.

2.3.2

Major steps in Sarker’s system (Single document summarization)
Sarker (2014) modelled the task of generating single-document summaries as a sentence level
extractive summarization task with the intent of generating abstracts that most closely resemble
the human- authored detailed justifications. A target summary length of three sentences which was
also used for summary generation in his work as a manual analysis of human-generated summaries
suggested that three sentences is the appropriate length capable of providing sufficient content,
maintaining compactness which was also suggested in the work by Demner-Fushman & Lin,
(2007).
Each single document summarization task and the evaluation of summaries involved a set of
clinical queries, a set of single-document source abstracts from which machine summaries are
generated and a set of gold standard summaries written by human experts. This section explains
the process by which various sentence level statistics from the specialized EBM Summarizer
Corpus (Mollá & Santiago-Martínez, 2012) are incorporated into Sarker's (2014) system.

14

Sort only has the grades A, B, and C but some authors use the grade D or None to specify very poor evidence
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2.3.2.1 Generation of Ideal Summaries: Generation of statistics and their
combination
A set of records(R) comprised of a number of source articles associated with a clinical query in
the EBM summarizer corpus was divided into two subsets: RTRAIN and REVAL. REVAL which
comprises of 1,319 abstracts with the same associated information as RTRAIN is used for the
evaluation of the summarization system built using statistics from RTRAIN where summaries
generated are measures against the gold standard summaries (Sarker, 2014).
Generation of Statistics:
Sarker (2014) employed a target sentence-specific scoring strategy using likelihood measures from
the RTRAIN of the corpus made up of 1,388 abstracts. A summary containing a set of three
sentences, Ssummary, ijk = {sfirst, ssecond, sthird}, is selected from document dijk using separate
statistics, wherever appropriate, for each of sfirst, ssecond and sthird. The domain dependent and
domain independent statistics include:
•

Sentence Position related statistic: considering that for each target sentence position there was a
separate distribution, the same source sentence receives a different score based on which
distribution is used to score(Sarker's, 2014).

•

Sentence Length related statistic: using this approach, sentences longer than the average length are
slightly compensated, while sentences less than the average length are slightly penalized (Sarker,
2014).

•

Sentence Similarity related statistic: To incorporate concept matches between sentences and
queries in situations where different words are used but refer to the same concept , the UMLS
meta-thesaurus was used to identify the semantic types for all the terms/phrases with the help of
the MetaMap15 toolbox (Aronson, 2001) . Using the UMLS meta-thesaurus in MetaMap, fuzzy
matches are made in a sentence between medical terms and a question when overlapping scores
are calculated. In addition to the words, the tf and idf measures are calculated for the semantic
types and vectors are generated for each sentence using the tf x idf values for all pre-processed
words and semantic types (Sarker, 2014). During extraction, the similarity of each candidate

15

https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov[Accessed: 11-03-2019]
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sentence to the associated question is calculated for the selection of the first sentence. To score
candidate sentences for the following two summary sentences, MMR (Maximal Marginal
Relevance) is calculated and where by it is the highest for sentences that are similar to the query
while at the same time distinct from all other previously selected sentences (Sarker, 2014).
•

Sentence type related statistic: Sarker (2014) discovered that summaries combine various types of
information such as study type, nature of study involved, study design and outcome information
which is of utmost importance to clinical practitioners. To generate scores associated with sentence
type, the PIBOSO scheme (Kim et al., 2011) is applied to classify all the sentences into each of
the PIBOSO elements(Population, Intervention, Background, Others, Study, Outcome). The
frequency distributions of these elements in the training corpus are used to make likelihood
estimates for occurrences of the elements. The higher the likelihood estimate value of an element
in the training sentence, the higher the value in the best 3-sentence combination for a summary.
This statistic of element frequency distribution is calculated position independently (PIPS) and
position dependently (PDPS).

•

Question information incorporation related statistic (Sarker, 2014)
o Since the content of a summary is influenced by the type of questions, then the types of
questions in the corpus was classified into 12 major categories and then the medical
concepts are analyzed for prevalence in the answers to each of the question types. Semantic
types of information are used for scoring by integrating the question types and domainspecific concepts in the sentence whereby if a semantic type st has a high distribution
frequency for a query type but a low overall distribution frequency, then it is evident that
st is a high utility semantic type for answers to all queries of type t and therefore such
sentences containing those sets of semantic types are awarded higher scores.
o Using the UMLS semantic network which provides associations between semantic types,
sentences in the source text that are related to the associated questions are identified by
virtue of the relationships e.g. If a question has a term that represents an ailment and the
summary contains a term which stands as a remedy or treatment for the ailment, it is
assumed that there is a relationship between the term treatment and the term ailment. To
compute the association scores;
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1. The important semantic frequency distribution of a query in the training set is
calculated by dividing its relative frequency for the query type by its relative frequency
for other query types.
2. The important semantic-type frequency distribution for an answer in the training set is
calculated using the UMLS semantic network to calculate the frequency distribution of
all associations between the high-utility semantic types that appear in each query and
the high-utility semantic types in the corresponding answer.
In order to score each sentence, the set of associations of a sentence to a query is identified, the
relative frequencies of these associations in the association frequency distributions is found and
finally the sum of the relative frequencies is calculated.
Combining the Statistics for Sentence Extraction
Following Edmundsonian approach (Edmundson, 2002), the scores for all the statistics calculated
are combined in a linear form to give an overall sentence score where the score of a sentence is
calculated as a weighted sum of sentence position related statistics (sentence relative position
score), Sentence length score, Sentence Type related statistic (PIBOSO [Position Independent
score], PIBOSO [Position dependent score]), Semantic Similarity related statistic(MMR for 1st
sentence selection and replaced with Cosine similarity for 2nd and 3rd sentence selection) ,
Question Information related statistics (Semantic type and Semantic Association). The score of a
sentence !"#$%& calculated by the aforementioned measures is denoted by(Sarker, 2014):
!'()*+,-./0 =

∝ )34"#$%& (sentence position) + ?@*A4"#$%& (sentence length) +

E3F3!4"#$%& (Position independent PIBOSO score) +
N3O3! 4"#$%& (Position dependent PIBOSO score) +
PQQ)4"#$%& (Maximal Marginal relevance) + W!X4"#$%& (!YZ0YZ[Y X\]Y +
^_!!('4"#$%& (Sentence Association) .
•

To find optimal values for the weights of each statistic, an exhaustive search between 0.1 and 1.0
is done and the best Recall for the three-sentence combinations in the training set of sentences is
chosen. In the cases of ties for the scores, sentences with greater lengths are chosen (Sarker, 2014).
We will discuss Performance Evaluation of Sarker's (2014) system later in this chapter.
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2.4 Text Categorization
Text categorization is the process of automatically assigning input text to a set of predefined
categories. To identify text units which contain important information in biomedical literature, a
number of categories are defined in order to classify the text based on various information needs
(Shatkay, Pan, Rzhetsky, & Wilbur, 2008). In most cases, the goal is to annotate sentences with
identified categories. The task of automated sentence categorization can be divided into three tasks
(Shatkay et al., 2008): first, the annotation of a large training corpus following specified annotation
guidelines, or an already annotated corpus used in similar research is collected for use. Second,
the training of text classifiers on the annotated corpus and then each raw unclassified sentence in
documents can then be classified using the trained classifier according to the predefined criteria of
categories specified in the research conducted. Third, the use of the annotated sentences to guide
the automatic generation of medical-text summaries amongst other uses.
The single / multi-category annotations in sentences allow a user-customizable scoring scheme
whereby the usefulness of a sentence and high-use (information-bearing) sentences from a
document are identified within the lens of the target audience for which the categorization is
performed. Also further differentiation between different types of important sentences is made
possible. (Shatkay et al., 2008).
The definitions of fine categories facilitate the measurements of the usefulness of a sentence from
one or more perspectives in a robust scoring scheme. A sentence can be scored based on its
annotation after assigning various score criterion for the different categories. For further
processing, the sentences with highest ranking scores can be selected as high information-bearing
and useful. To better identify the information that meets a user's requirements, it is possible for
one to identify the different types of text units that contain information (Shatkay et al., 2008).
Sentence annotation and the identification of informative and useful sentences have many potential
applications. In the context of our research, Shatkay et al., (2008) details that the classification and
identification of important and informative sentences can be applied more reliably to automatic
summarization as well as the extraction of co-occurrences. By selecting the top-ranked informative
sentences with the highest scores within a document, we can generate a summary and at the same
time ensure that the summaries are tailored to best meet the requirements of the user.
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2.4.1

Sub-divisions of Text Categorization
Text categorization as a research area can be divided into several subtypes based on task
constraints such as the number of categories assigned (single label or multi label), the category
structure (can be either hard or soft [ category or data-driven driven ranking ] categorization)
(Shatkay et al., 2008), and/or the basic unit of classification (can be either at the document level
or sentence level) (Sebastiani, 2002).
Within the confines of the context of our research, since one category will be assigned to a
sentence, we will be performing single-label sentence level text categorization (Shatkay et al.,
2008).
Based on the nature of category information we look to implement for our research in this thesis,
we will be adopting the data ranking form of soft categorization , whereby we will be ranking our
input based on their pertinence to a particular category (Sebastiani, 2002).
Based on the nature of the categories we hope to classify the sentences from our input summarizer
corpus into in this thesis, we will be performing flat categorization in which all categories are
treated independently Without taking into account any structural relationship between them (Sun,
Lim, & Ng, 2003).

2.4.2

Procedures in Text Categorization
Usually, there are three phases to go through in automatic text categorization and they include text
representation, text classification building and performance evaluation (Shatkay et al., 2008).
Text representation involves procedures for pre-processing which sorts the free text into defined
representation as required before applying classification algorithms.
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Preprocessing includes:
•

Term definition: This can be done lexically, semantically, syntactically or the use of statistical
information of the text.

•

Term weight calculation: The term weight can be either binary or numerical.

•

Term space reduction: The reduction term space dimensionality can be accomplished in two ways:
selection of terms and extraction of terms. Strategies for term selection attempt to select a subset
of terms from the original set for maximum efficiency. There are also other advanced functions
for scoring terms like mutual information, correlation attribute-eval, chi-square, information gain,
and odds ratio (Shatkay et al., 2008). The relationship between individual terms and specific
categories is considered by most of these functions. Other pre-processing methods such as stop
word removal and stemming can also be used to reduce dimensionality of term space (Shatkay et
al., 2008).
Construction of Text classifiers
Various statistical classification algorithms and machine learning techniques have been
extensively applied for problem solving; some of which include Naïve Bayes (Hovy & Lin, 1999),
Decision Trees (C.-Y. Lin, 2004), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Schütze, Hull, &
Pedersen, 2003), Neural Networks (Schütze et al., 2003), Logistic Regression (Yang, 2011), Linear
Least Squares Fit (Yang & Chute, 2007), and Hidden Markov (Bikel, Schwartz, & Weischedel,
1999). The following classifiers are discussed:
Naïve Bayes Classifier: The Naïve Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on
the theorem of Bayes with strong and naïve assumptions of independence (Vryniotis, 2019). Naïve
Bayes comes in handy limited CPU, training time and memory resources are a concern. In fact,
other classifiers usually outperform Naïve Bayes, but not always; it is therefore worth testing
before excluding it from any research. Naïve Bayes variations include the Multinomial Naïve
Bayes, the Binarized Multinomial Naïve Bayes and the Bernoulli Naïve Bayes (NLP, 2019). As
described by Christopher D. Manning, Raghavan, & Schutze (2009), the Naïve Bayes Multinomial
model estimates the conditional probability of a specific term given a class as the relative
frequency of the term t in class c documents. Usually Multinomial Naive Bayes is used when the
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serval occurrences of a word is a significant factor in cases whereby topic or category classification
is performed (Vryniotis, 2019).
Logistic Regression: Logistic regression is used when an outcome is determined by one or more
independent variables. It requires large sample sizes because estimates of maximum probability at
low sample sizes are less powerful than ordinary square estimates(Tech.io, 2019). The types of
logistic regression are: Ordinal Logistic regression, Multinomial Logistic regression and Binomial
Logistic regression. Multinomial logistical regression is a model is used in classification problems
where output can take more than two possible values. Multinomial Logistic Regression requires
much longer training than Naive Bayes, as it uses an iterative algorithm to estimate the parameters
of the model and is mostly preferable when different types of features such as discrete, continuous
etc. exist in your data (continuous, discrete, dummy variables, etc.). Nevertheless, given that it is
a regression model, it is more vulnerable to multicollinearity problems where features are highly
correlated and can be dealt with or avoided by making use pf Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
to reduce dimensions of the model or use regularization/ penalization (L1/L2 norm or combination
of both) or least angle regression (LAR), finding and merge of variables that is intuitively natural
in a situation to a new variable by simple average, or their difference, or their ratio(noticeable
by linear methods such as PCR) (Vryniotis, 2019).
Optimized Support Vector Machine (Optimized-SVM): A group of powerful supervised
learning algorithms are Support Vector Machines (SVMs). They may take the form of classifiers
(support classifiers for vectors, SVCs) or regressors (support regressors for vectors, SVRs)
(jonchar.net, 2019). A support vector classifier seeks to find a decision boundary with the highest
margin of input class separation. This is different from a logistical regressor that simply finds any
divisions. If the training data are not linearly separable, it is possible to implement a "soft-margin"
(or regularized) version allowing for misclassified samples. The boundary of the output decision
can be linear, as with logistic regression, or non-linear with the use of different kernels, which
maps the input features to a higher-dimensional space, and the trick behind boundary decisionmaking is known as the “kernel trick" and can be a very powerful tool for finding unusual decision
boundaries (jonchar.net, 2019). Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) is used to optimize
training in SVM classifiers (Platt & Others, 1998). Indeed, the intuition behind the SVM approach
is that if a classifier is good at the most challenging comparisons, the classifier will be even better
at the easy comparisons (Bennett & Bredensteiner, 2000).
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As far as SVM is concerned:
o SVMs are well suited for classification tasks with high feature space dimensionality and sparse
data representation.
Initially, SVMs were designed to handle binary issues, but the algorithms have since been
extended to address multi-class, hierarchical, and ranked classification problems (Shatkay et al.,
2008).
Performance Evaluation for Text Categorization
A text classifier's performance is typically measured in terms of its efficacy, i.e. the ability to make
the right decision on classification tasks. Precision and Recall measures are mostly used for text
categorization. The Precision of a classifier based on a category c is the ratio of data correctly
classified as c with respect to the data assigned to c. Recall is the ratio of documents correctly
classified as category c with respect to all the documents that should be classified to category c
(Shatkay et al., 2008).
On the other hand, Category Similarity measures and Distance based measures are used to evaluate
hierarchical text categorization considering inter-category relationships. For example, a method in
Precision and Recall is used to measure the intersection of the predicted category set and the true
category set is proposed by Kiritchenko, Matwin, Nock, & Famili (2006).
Other performance measures include Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity (Shatkay et al., 2008).
Accuracy is commonly adopted to measure the performance of binary classifications (i.e. whether
or not an instance belongs to a given class). It is the ratio of the number of instances properly
classified as True Positives (TP) or True Negatives (TN) over the total number of tested instances.
Other binary classification quality measurements that are widely used in bio and medical
applications are Sensitivity and Specificity. Like the Accuracy measure, both Sensitivity and
Specificity are defined in terms of TP, TN, False Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN).
In summary, better text representations learned by classification data can drive the development
of effective summarization models. In other words, if the category of a sentence is known, it is
then possible to explore more accurate summary styles because a comprehensive description of
each sentence is available. Sentence category annotation allows information to be corroborated at
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the sentential level and the pool of its potential application goes beyond biomedical text
summarization.
2.4.3

Useful Category information for medical text summarization
When humans generate medical text summaries, they consider certain factors not limited to
demography information, temporal information, types of evidence, type of studies, consistency of
outcomes, event category, background, intervention etc. For medical practitioners to make use of
medical text summaries effectively, it is important to put into context useful and correct category
information to effect extraction of information related to needs in a more efficient and presentable
manner during summary generation. Some useful category information to take into consideration
includes:

•

Categories of types of sentences in medical articles (Kim et al., 2011).

•

Categories of Medical questions (Cao et al., 2011).

•

Categories of Context of Medical question and sentences (Cohan, 2019).

•

Categories of aspects in medical queries, documents or sentences (Krallinger, Leitner, & Valencia,
2010).

•

Categories of concepts in medical documents or knowledge bases (Reeve, Han, & Brooks, 2007).

•

Categories of clinical recommendations (Sarker et al., 2013).

•

Categorical Polarity information (Niu et al., 2006).

•

Evidence Artefact Category information (Hassanzadeh et al., 2014).

•

Scientific evidence quality appraisal category information (Brian-Haynes, Afzal, Lee, & Hussain,
2019).

•

Consistency of outcomes between distinct studies and scientific structure (Uhlig et al., 2006).

•

Expert specialty Category consideration (Friedman et al., 2004).
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2.4.3.1 Scientific Evidence Quality Categorization
Evidence-based medicine associated literature suggests that evidence assessment is an integral
component of evidence-based decision-making (Molla et al., 2016). For the purpose of this thesis,
we look to explore scientific evidence quality category information to be taken into consideration
to guide summary generation. Despite the presence of a variety of grading systems, only a minority
of them adequately address the requirements for pursuing evidence-based medicine. Since the
main focus is to make use of the grade of the evidence present in source abstract to support the
generation of high-quality evidence expressing summaries, our scale of choice is the Strength of
Recommendation Taxonomy (SORT) (Mark H Ebell et al., 2004). Sarker (2014) in his work
identified key factors e.g. level of evidence in the body of literature, level of evidence presented
in the sort of study etc., that influence evidence grades by studying how evidence is graded in the
encoded XML files of the EBM summarizer corpus developed by Mollá & Santiago-Martínez
(2012) which contain SORT evidence grades annotations. This part of the corpus contains
annotations for the qualities of the evidences associated with specific sentences referred to as “snip
texts”; these sentences are documented in Sarker's (2014) work as bottom-line answers from multidocuments.
From our analysis of the “snip texts”, we discover that it is also important to take note that whilst
the type of evidence (as a major key factor in assigning SORT grades) behind a statement is
essential within the medical domain, how the evidence is interpreted or communicated is equally
as important. Currently, quality grading of evidence statements using SORT as documented in
current research is done at the document level based on factors such: publication type, MESH
terms, abstract title etc. (Gyawali, Solorio, & Benajiba, 2012; Brian-Haynes, Afzal, Lee, &
Hussain, 2019; Sarker, 2014). Although SORT is a strong system to determine the grade of
evidence, however, it may not look at how the evidence is being interpreted (communicated) at the
sentence level in documents. Thompson et al 's (2008) work on categorisation of modality in
biomedical text claim that taking into consideration how the evidence is interpreted in sentences
is as important as the source of evidence. We believe that incorporation of this idea into SORT
grading can allow the grading of sentences based on how they are interpreted. Thompson et al 's
(2008) idea made use of knowledge type markers as cue phrases or words in their categorisation
scheme for identifying levels of evidence in scientific texts. They encapsulate whether the
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statement is a speculation or evidence-based statement and how it is interpreted by encoding the
type of "knowledge" underlying a statement. They show that it is important to choose a verb (or
other modal lexical item): while a statement starting with “Our results suggest that….” normally
expresses an observation based on experimental findings or results, the phrase “Recent studies
show that ...” indicates that some form of reasoning had to be done in order for the following
statement to have been made (Thompson et al., 2008). We believe that the incorporation of
common-sense and domain-specific knowledge with considerations of context can allow the
grading of sentences based on how they are interpreted (Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2007). In this
thesis work, we will not be considering the influence of these knowledge type markers from
Thompson et al. 's (2008) work to be incorporated into SORT grading of sentences and therefore
we will leave this for a future study. Therefore, we will be selecting and extracting features for
each of the SORT grade levels of evidence in sentences as single words and phrases from our
training data as discussed in Chapter 4.
2.4.3.2 Evidence Artefact Category Information
•

Health professionals usually seek particular information about a medical situation or side effects
in the biomedical domain to assist in the diagnosis, processes and outcomes associated with a
particular procedure or treatment (Hassanzadeh et al., 2014). This scenario is very common in
clinical decision-making and indicates that Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) is widely adopted.
Access to comprehensive, reliable, relevant and timely evidence is essential to making effective
judgments in EBM. The formulation of clinical evidence in publications requires a robust, welldesigned model such as PIBOSO. Carrying out an in-depth review of all the popular evidence
artefact identification schemes is outside the scope of this thesis. We apply the same PIBOSO
element annotations in Sarker's (2014) “EBM summarizer corpus” to explore the use of PIBOSO
category information for ensuring coverage of evidence information in medical text
summarization.
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2.5 Evaluation Measures for Text Summarization
To determine the performance of a text summarization system, we need suitable evaluation
measures. Determining the performance of summaries can either be done intrinsically or
extrinsically (Mishra et al., 2014). Both manual and automated evaluation techniques are used for
evaluating summaries and they include Gold standards (Mani & Maybury, 1999; Suominen et al.,
2008), Baselines, Topic-oriented evaluation, Input summary similarity (Mishra et al., 2014) etc.
There are different kinds of other performance measures proposed in the literature (Dragomir R.
Radev & Tam, 2004: van Halteren & Teufel, 2007; Amigó, Gonzalo, Peñas, & Verdejo, 2007;
Zhou et al., 2007; Owczarzak, 2010).). However, most systems are evaluated based on the
measures of the content coverage with regards to source text. These measures include RecallOriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE), Precision, Recall and F-measures which
we will discuss in section 2.5.1. Figure 2-4 details taxonomy of summary evaluation measures.

Evaluation Measures

Intrinsic

Extrinsic
(task-based) (text classification,
information retrieval, question
answering)
Quality

Relevance
Assessment

Reading
Comprehension

Grammaticality, Nonredundancy, Referential
Clarity, Focus, and
Structure and Coherence

Informativeness (CoSelection and Content
Based)

Precision, Recall, F-measure,
ROUGE, Relative Utility,
Pyramids, Text Grammars,
etc.

Figure 2-4: Taxonomy of summary evaluation measures (Sourced from Gambhir & Gupta
(2017)).
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2.5.1

Informativeness Evaluation

Some of the methods for this sort of evaluation include relative utility, factoid score, pyramid
method, ROUGE (C. Lin & Rey, 2004) etc. ROUGE is one of the most widely used set of summary
assessment metrics which estimates the quality of a summary generated by a system by comparing
it with a set of summaries generated by humans. It is defined mathematically as:
=

ZbcdYe fg hY/,[ih fjYehi]+ ,Z ci[ℎ,ZY lYZYei0Ym +bccie\
ZbcdYe fg 0f0ih hY/,[fZ+ ,Z lfhm +0iZmiem +bccie\

ROUGE was proposed as an alternative to manual quality assessment of machine-generated
summaries which can be a long and exhausting process (Arman Cohan, Luca Soldaini, Nazli
Goharian Allan Fong, 2016). It counts the number of common units between a specific and one or
more reference summaries. ROUGE includes five measures, which are:
•

ROUGE-N measures the extent to which the N-gram units are common between machine
generated summaries and human generated summaries where N determine length i.e. ROUGE-1
for unigrams, ROUGE-2 for bi-grams.

•

ROUGE-L computes the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) between 2 summaries with the
rationale that summaries with longer length LCS are more similar.

•

ROUGE-S assess the proportion of skip-bigrams between a specific summary and one or a
collection of summaries of reference. It is similar to ROUGE-2 except that it allows gaps between
bigrams, i.e. by skipping middle tokens they consider additional n- grams (Mosa, Anwar, &
Hamouda, 2019).

•

ROUGE-W: this is the weighted longest common subsequence metric which is preferred with
successive common units i.e. awards matches in a row more than ones with no row matches
Kanapala, Pal, & Pamula, 2019).

•

ROUGE-SU is the weighted average between ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-S. It considers unigram
matches between two summaries (Kanapala et al., 2019).
Overall, the various ROUGE metrics have been shown to have good correlation with humangenerated ranking of summaries. Since the advent of ROUGE, it has been widely used by most
researchers in evaluating automatic summaries across various domains, including systems for
evidence-based medicine, such as BIOSQUASH, EpoCare and even Sarker’s system (QSPEC).
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For intrinsically evaluating the summary, metrics such as Precision, Recall and F-measure are
required to ascertain the level of coverage between machine-generated and human-generated
summaries (Gambhir & Gupta, 2016).
•

Precision: Assesses the fraction of the sentences selected by human and chosen by the system are
correct.

•

Recall: Determines the proportion of human selected sentences that the machine also recognizes.

•

Confusion Matrix: Although not a performance evaluation metric by itself, it makes up the basis
for many commonly used performance evaluation metrics including Accuracy and F-Score. The
confusion matrix shows the following four useful evaluation metrics:

•

True Positives (TP): Value of relevant results correctly identified as relevant.

•

False Positives (FP): value of irrelevant results mistakenly identified as relevant.

•

True Negatives (TN): Value of irrelevant results correctly identified as irrelevant.

•

False Negatives (FN): Value of relevant results mistakenly identified as irrelevant.

•

F-measure: this is the calculation of the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. Within the
context of a confusion matric, the Precision is the ratio of the TP results to the total number of
retrieved results including the FP and the Recall is the ratio of the TP results to the number of all
relevant results including FN ones.
Quality Evaluation
This can be assessed by analyzing different factors for readability (Pitler & Nenkova, 2010)
through different criteria like vocabulary, syntax or discourse such that correlation can be
estimated between these factors and a human readability rating can be obtained (Gambhir & Gupta,
2017). Vocabulary is expressed by n-grams and syntax by features like average number of verb or
noun phrases. Other quality evaluation programs include local coherence (Barzilay & Lapata,
2008), centering theory (Grosz, Joshi, & Weinstein, 1995), syntactic and semantic models and
grammaticality of a grammar (Vadlapudi & Katragadda, 2010).
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2.6 Performance Evaluation in Sarker’s System
Extractive Summarization Evaluation
•

To assess the relative performance of Sarker's (2014) system, he made use of the percentile ranking
based approach to evaluating the qualities16 of the various ROUGE-L Scores relative to a set of
other baseline systems. The system summaries are compared against the human generated
summaries based on ROUGE-L in each of the systems to which Sarker’s system will be relatively
compared against as his system has no restrictions on word limits. To ensure that sentences selected
have no low Precision or irrelevant contents whereby longer sentence lengths are favored, the Fmeasure is used to ensure high content coverage and limiting the generation of extremely long
sentences. For each abstract from the evaluation set in each of the baseline systems as well as
Sarker's(2014) system, a histogram of all the three-sentence ROUGE-L F-Scores is generated using
1000 bins between 0 and 1 after which the history is then normalized as an approximation for the
Probability Density Function (PDF). PDFs for each of abstracts in the evaluation set are convolved
together multiple times to generate a PDF for the whole evaluation set and this is done for Sarker's
(2014) system as well as other baseline systems individually. The height of the distribution at a
specific score indicates the likelihood of any of the baseline systems in comparison to Sarker's
(2014) system achieving the score. Table 2-3 shows the comparative performances:
Table 2-3: Performance Comparison of Rouge L-F score (Taken from Sarker (2014))
System

F-score

95%Confidence

Percentile (%)

Interval
Last 3 sentences(Demner-

0.159

0.155-0.163

55.9

0.161

0.158-0.165

74.2

Random

0.158

0.154-0.161

46.1

First three

0.139

0.136-0.143

36.9

All Outcomes

0.159

0.155-0.164

74.2

Fushman & Lin, 2007)
Last 3 PIBOSO outcome
sentences (Demner-Fushman &
Lin, 2007)

16

Following the technique proposed by (Ceylan et al., 2010)
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Sentence Position Independent

0.160

0.157-0.164

78.1

Naïve Bayes

0.155

0.152-0.159

55.9

SumBasic

0.158

0.155-0.162

69.9

FastSum (modified)

0.158

0.154-0.161

69.9

MEAD

0.163

0.160-0.167

85.4

Sarker’s System (regression)

0.165

0.161-0.169

92.5

Sarker’s System

0.168

0.164-0.172

96.8

Performances shown in Table 2-3 demonstrates that Sarker's (2014) system performs significantly
better than other baseline systems. However, inasmuch as the system makes use of an extractive
approach like we intend to use, we intend to explore the use of domain category information
(SORT and PIBOSO) used in his work to guide the re-ranking and selection of informative
sentences for summary generation.

2.7 Formalizing category information guided medical text summarization
For the evaluation of the summaries, making use of approaches that incorporate domain
knowledge, semantic similarities, and comparisons is needed and research on the evaluation of
summaries is still very much in its infancy. However recent work in this area, such as that of Sarker
(2014), have made useful contributions by ensuring that evaluation techniques assess the
performance of the summarizer in light of its goal.
The survey provided in this chapter sets the context of the research described in this thesis work.
We show that one of the important requirements for summarization research in this domain is to
analyze the content requirements for generating single document text summaries to support
evidence-based medicine.
In addition, we have seen assessment measures such as ROUGE scores that allow us to assess
sentence and summary quality, in relation to a gold standard.
In this thesis, we evaluate our performance of the implementation of category information as a
guide to generate summaries in comparison to Sarker's (2014) system by the improvement in
ROUGE scores, which is our goal.
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3 Research Methodology
3.1 Chapter Overview
In this chapter, we present our strategies to change the ranking of sentences based on SORT and
PIBOSO category information, and to measure the effects using ROUGE. SORT category
information reflects a grade of the quality of evidence, while PIBOSO reflects a combination of
evidence artefact element information as discussed in Sections 1.3, 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2
As SORT information is not available in the corpus that we use to evaluate the system using
ROUGE, an initial task will be to produce a system to label sentences from this corpus in terms of
their SORT content. Using this newly created SORT category information and existing PIBOSO
category content, we will then produce new rankings within the code of Sarker’s system that
performs document summarization through sentence selection. The Figure 3-1 below details the
overall methodology of our experimental research:
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Domain Category Information
(PIBOSO and SORT) annotated
source abstracts

Sarker’s (2014)
sentence ranking and
selection strategy

Automatic classification
and annotation of source
abstract sentences based
on SORT category
information

Select the best
sentences

Generated
Summary
sentences

Filter existing ranking of
sentences guided by
domain-category
information driven reranking strategies

Select the best
sentences

Generated summaries in
each experimented
strategy setting
Comparative performance evaluation of each
ranking and selection strategy in generating
content-rich and informative summaries close to
gold standards measurable by ROUGE-L recall
scores
Figure 3-1: Category information guided sentence re-ranking and selection for summary generation
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3.2 Corpora
The work described here is based on data from two different corpora.

Documents for

summarization come from what we will call the “ Summarizer Input Corpus” obtained from Sarker
(2014), which he used in his work. We will use this set of source documents to assess our ability
to produce three-sentence summaries, as Sarker did in his (2014) work.
Data for our SORT classification experiment, as well as the gold standard summaries used for
ROUGE evaluation, both come from another corpus obtained from Mollá & Santiago-Martínez
(2012). This second corpus contains both the same documents used by Sarker (2014), along with
gold standard summaries for these documents, as well as a separate database of SORT annotated
sentences.
We will use both the gold standard summaries and the SORT annotated sentences in this work.
We refer to this second corpus as Mollá’s corpus.
Mollá’s corpus, which was processed by Sarker (2014) to produce the EBM Summarizer Corpus
used to assess his (2014) work, is originally made up of 2654 XML files, each identified by the
PUBMED ID (PMID) of the associated document and the break-down of this corpus is described
in section 2.3.1.1.
3.2.1

Summarizer Input Corpus
The EBM Summarizer Input Corpus was provided along with Sarker's (2014) summarizer system.
It is provided as a set of documents in raw text format and require the performance of certain steps
of processing to translate all the documents into the form required as input by Sarker’s system,
which are described in his (2014) document.

•

We followed the steps described in Sarker's (2014) work to convert this data into the form required
as input to his system. This gives us the same data which Sarker (2014) himself used in the same
form.
Including these raw documents, the contents of the corpus package are described below (items
marked with * are used directly by the work in this thesis):
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•

* Source code for Sarker's (2014) single document summarization task all written in python
and executable in Python 2.7. This is the body of code that is modified to assess our new
sentence ranking strategies.

•

* A readme file with instructions on how to run implementation end to end.

•

* A folder containing the source abstract files in text form, each identified by its PMID (Pub
Med ID) tagged with UMLS semantic type information as well as PIBOSO elements.

Items within in Sarker's (2014) work which are not related to the objectives of our thesis but are
required to run experiments of our methodologies include the following:
•

A folder containing a record of question types for 456 record of queries which are used as an
input needed to generate summaries of the source abstract files from the “EBM Summarizer
corpus”.

•

A folder with subfolders of all clinical inquiries record, all processed using the UMLS Meta
Map. Each subfolder of record contained relevant articles and a query, all of which are UMLS
processed into UMLS semantic types and concepts. We calculated about 456 records.

•

A text file of 456 queries, which may be used to group the source abstracts into answers to
questions. We do not explore this functionality in this thesis, so these query groupings are not
used here.

•

External resources of SRDEF (Basic information about the Semantic Types and Relations),
RELDEF (UMLS relationship definitions) and SRSTRE2 (Fully inherited set of Relations
(names).

Additional items not used in this thesis, but of note within Sarker’s work:
•

A folder of 12 Question categories, each containing occurrences of UMLS semantic
associations.

•

A text file of UMLS semantic type descriptions.

•

Text files of training and testing sets used to train and test his system. NB: Our work had no
need of this since we are using his system to test our proposed sentence re-ranking strategies.

•

A folder with Question classification types for each of the records.
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•

Two test files made up of a query and a source abstract input file taken from the folder of
tagged source abstract files to test the summarizer. NB: There was only one available query
processed in an input format to the summarization system.

•

A sample summary output (3) generated from the query (as input 1) and a source abstract (as
input 2) when fed into the summarizer activated by a main python file via a terminal.

3.2.1.1 Summarizer Input Corpus Content Statistic Processing
In order to calculate sentence and token statistics, we performed pre-processing of the tagged
sentences in the EBM summarizer corpus of source abstracts for analysis by extracting the text of
the sentences from the annotated records in this file.
The sentences from the summarizer corpus were parsed using a method called sentence
tokenization, where we tokenize the words in each source abstract file on a sentence-by-sentence
basis, filtering out all of the following:
•

numbers,

•

stop words (words which carry no contextual meaning when used on their own and can
become noisy in text processing),

•

punctuation and

•

special characters (such as $&@) %> etc.).

In addition, we split up:
•

hyphenated words (following the rule that words with fewer than 3 components are not
split into separate tokens) and

•

apostrophized words (these are not split up in the event that one of the components in the
apostrophized word has less than 3 characters).

The tokenization is done using regular expressions generated in JFLEX (Shroff, Agarwal, &
Gandhe, 2005) while still maintaining the sentence boundary structure.
An inverted index was created to collate tokens to speed up the processing of token statistics. The
main purpose of implementing the inverted index is to enable quick text searches at processing
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costs while adding documents17. Once the inverted index is created, the search for specific words
during feature implementation or sentence ranking would be faster.
3.2.1.2 Summarizer Input Corpus Content Description and Statistics
The EBM Summarizer corpus provided by Sarker (2014) contained 2654 EBM summarizer corpus
documents identified by PMID (PUBMED ID). Of these 2654 documents:
•

235 files had no sentences in them and had to be discarded.

•

We removed 93 files which had fewer than 3 sentences in them. These are not useful for
study as at least three-sentences will be selected for summarization, and in the case of these
documents, any selection will have to produce an identical summary.

•

34 further files were removed as when it was discovered that there were duplicate sentences
in the documents, these 34 files contained fewer than 3 unique sentences.

These removals leave us with 2294 documents within our “Summarizer Input Corpus.” As Sarker
(2014) considered the set of 2654 documents, our numbers for the baseline performance of his
system are expected to differ.
These 2294 have the following sentence counts:
o 53 files have 4 sentences
o 72 files have 5 sentences
o 122 files have 6 sentences
o 2047 files have 7 or more sentences
These documents with 4, 5, 6 and 7 or more sentences provide us a “Summarizer Input Corpus”
of 2294 documents, composed of 26564 sentences in total. The text of each of these documents is
an abstract, as described in 2.3.1.1.
To run Sarker’s single document summarization system unmodified and with our strategy
modifications, the following dependencies were obtained and installed:
•
17

Python 2.7, NumPy, and the NLTK toolkit

Available at: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/inverted-index/.
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•

UMLS relationship definitions - RELDEF

•

Basic information about the Semantic Types and Relations - SRDEF

•

Fully inherited set of Relations (names) - SRSTRE2

These last three are databases obtained from UMLS provided by the National Library of Medicine
that are used by the summarizer to identify semantic associations, definitions, relations and types
of sentences in the EBM summarizer corpus.
The format of the data required as input to run the single document summarizer package provided
to us by Sarker (2014) and to implement as well as to test our experimental sentence re-ranking
strategies in this in Sarker's (2014) single document summarization system includes:
Input-1: A clinical query (noted above) is ignored in the processing described in this thesis. Its
only relevance here is that the query is required to run our strategies for summary generation in
Sarker's (2014) summarization system. However, the data of the query is not used in any of our
processing. It can be considered a “place holder”, simply required to make Sarker's (2014) system
run.
Input-2: A tagged source article abstract identified by its PMID. This is the document that we will
summarize by sentence selection.
Output: An extractive summary of Input-2 consisting of three sentences selected from the
document identified in Input-2.
Each abstract must be supplied in a tagged format. Each line in this format describes a single
sentence in the abstract, in a series of fields separated by a pair of “||” characters.
The line is formed by:
•

The integer sentence number

•

The text of the sentence as it appears in the original article, including punctuation,
capitalizations, stop words, etc.

•

A list of semantic type representation keys, describing which semantic concepts are
present in the sentence

•

A single PIBOSO category element for each sentence.
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•

A SORT grade for each sentence.

We generated the SORT grade for each sentence through classification which and annotated all
sentences with their categories as the last field separated by a pair of “||” characters. Details about
the SORT categorization of the sentences from Summarizer Input corpus as well as statistics of
the SORT grade distribution in the annotated sentences is documented discussed in section 3.2.4
and 3.2.5.
An example of the source abstract files from the Summarizer Input corpus in the above listed
formation is shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1:Tagged source abstracts from Summarizer Input corpus as input 2.
1||CONTEXT.||[]||other||none
2||Revaccination of healthy adults with pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (PPV) within several
years of first vaccination has been associated with a higher than expected frequency and severity of
local injection site reactions.||['dsyn', 'gngm', 'elii', 'idcn', 'bact', 'qnco', 'imft', 'phsu', 'acty', 'spco',
'fndg', 'mamm', 'geoa', 'ftcn', 'clna', 'cgab', 'topp', 'bodm', 'carb', 'bpoc', 'qlco', 'aggp', 'tmco',
'orgt']||background||B
3||The risk of adverse events associated with revaccination of elderly and chronically ill persons 5 or
more years after first vaccination, as is currently recommended, has not been well defined.||['bpoc',
'cnce', 'popg', 'dsyn', 'clna', 'cgab', 'evnt', 'gngm', 'menp', 'elii', 'topp', 'idcn', 'qlco', 'spco', 'mamm',
'qnco', 'geoa', 'ftcn', 'tmco', 'orgt', 'famg']||background||C
4||OBJECTIVE.||[]||other||none
5||To determine whether revaccination with PPV at least 5 years after first vaccination is associated
with more frequent or more serious adverse events than those following first vaccination.||['bpoc',
'tmco', 'medd', 'dsyn', 'cgab', 'evnt', 'gngm', 'elii', 'topp', 'qlco', 'mamm', 'orgt', 'qnco', 'geoa', 'inpr',
'clna', 'blor']||background||A
A query file in the proper format is also required. As mentioned earlier, the contents of this file are
not used by any of the adaptations that are described in this thesis.
The format of each of the query files is:
•

The question of the query, again with capitalization, punctuation, etc.

•

A list of the query type.

•

A list of semantic type representations, describing the semantic concept
information in the query.

A sample query file is shown in this formation is shown in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Sample Query file as input 1 to the summarizer
Sleep apnea in adults: How accurate is clinical prediction?
Diagnosis
Epidemiology Management Prognosis
aggp qlco idcn
An example of the output of the summaries were text files containing three-sentences extracts from
the source abstracts files from the Summarizer Input corpus is shown in Table 3-3. As shown here,
this file simply consists of the text of the three-sentences selected from the source abstract.
Table 3-3: Sample of Summary output
While recent pharmacological advances have generated increased public interest and
demand for clinical services regarding erectile dysfunction, epidemiologic data on
sexual dysfunction are relatively scant for both women and men.
Sexual dysfunction is more prevalent for women (43%) than men (31%) and is
associated with various demographic characteristics, including age and educational
attainment.
Experience of sexual dysfunction is more likely among women and men with poor
physical and emotional health.
The 26564 sentences in the 2294 documents of our Summarizer Input Corpus statistically analyzed
are described as follows:
•

Number of sentences per document:
o Max: 50
o Median: 11
o Mean: 11.6

•

Tokens in corpus:
o Total tokens in corpus: 591306
o Unique tokens in corpus: 245269

•

Document length in tokens:
o Mean: 257.99
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o Minimum: 22
o Maximum: 957
•

Sentence length in tokens:
o Mean: 22.8
§

Calculated as: average “number of tokens/sentence length”.

o Average minimum sentence length: 9.46
§

Calculated as: mean of the number of tokens in the shortest sentence in each
document

o Average maximum sentence length: 44.09
§

Calculated as: mean of the number of tokens in the longest sentence in each
document

The Summarizer Input Corpus contains PIBOSO data that we will use in this thesis. The
breakdown of these documents by their PIBOSO data content is given in Table 3-4 through Table
3-6.
Table 3-4 describes PIBOSO types at the document level, while Table 3-5 examines sentences in
the corpus for each PIBOSO type across all documents. Table 3-6 indicates the range of PIBOSO
categories across documents. Note that the low end of the range is always zero, as there is at least
one document with no sentences in a given category.

Table 3-4: Number of documents in EBM Summarizer Input Corpus of each PIBOSO type
Population
1100

Intervention
570

Background
Outcome
2027
2172

Study
Design
26

Other
1839

Table 3-5: Number of sentences in the Summarizer Input Corpus for each PIBOSO types
Population
1239

Intervention
672

Background
Outcome
4720
14103
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Study
Design
26

Other
7798

Table 3-6: Minimum and maximum number of sentences in any document in across the
Summarizer Input corpus for each PIBOSO type

3.2.2

Study
Design

Min

Population Intervention Background Outcome
0
0
0
0

0

Other
0

Max

3

1

31

6

20

24

Gold Standard Summaries in Mollá’s corpus
Gold standard summaries are included within Mollá & Santiago-Martínez's (2012) corpus
(referred to as Mollá’s corpus) . These human authored summaries are PMID indexed. Each PMID
indexed summary included in Mollá’s corpus also had a source abstract document with a matching
PMID index in our Summarizer Input Corpus. We are able to use these gold standard summaries
with the Summarizer Input Corpus because which was the same corpus processed and used in
Sarker’s work was also drawn from Mollá’s corpus.
There are 2908 gold standard “longtext” entries in the original corpus, however 251 of these do
not link to a PMID and were discarded. The remaining 2657 entries include the gold standards for
2294 documents of interest. In 797 cases, multiple gold standard summaries are provided. In this
case, by simply recording the first gold standard summary encountered for that document chose a
single gold standard summary per abstract.
As these summaries directly link to the documents studied in the EBM Summarizer corpus (Sarker,
2014), we will refer to these as the “gold standard summaries.” An example of the gold standard
summaries is shown in Table 3-7. These summaries consist of one or more sentences written
directly by a medical professional to summarize the important aspects of the PMID source abstract
documents.
Table 3-7:Sample of gold standard summary
Sexual dysfunction includes desire, arousal, orgasmic, and sex pain disorders. In the US,
43% of women and 31% of men experience sexual dysfunction. Since sexual dysfunction
increases with age, the prevalence will likely increase with the aging American population.
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3.2.3

SORT annotated sentences in Mollá’s corpus

Mollá’s corpus also contains a set of sentences annotated by SORT type, but not directly connected
to the EBM Summarizer data. We will use this set of sentences to train and evaluate a classifier
that will produce SORT categorization for arbitrary sentences in the EBM summarizer corpus. We
shall refer to this as the “SORT data corpus.”
As we are interested only in each independent sentence from this collection, no document-level
statistics are important here.
There were 456 records with 1396 associated snip texts. Each snip consists of one or more
sentences, and a SORT type categorization.
Each sentence in a snip was assumed to have the same SORT categorization. These sentences were
extracted to produce a list of 1793 SORT category annotated instances. We will call this the
“SORT type learning data”.
We show the breakdown of the 1396 snip texts for each SORT type from which a list of 1793
sentences are produced in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8: SORT distribution in SORT Classifier Corpus
SORT Type

A

B

C

None

Count

345

535

329

187

Table 3-9 below details the distribution of SORT categories in the produced list of 1793 SORT
annotated sentences.
Table 3-9: Distribution of SORT categories in the produced list of 1793 SORT annotated
sentences
SORT Type

A

B

C

None

Count

499

676

452

166
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From Table 3-9, we see that the distribution for SORT type “none” reduced after producing a list
of 1793 annotated sentences from our initial 1396 annotated sentences. This is due to the fact
that we removed a number of phrases which could not pass as sentences and therefore leaving us
166 sentences of the SORT type “none”.
3.2.4

SORT Categorization

In order to obtain SORT categories for the sentences in the EBM Summarizer corpus, we needed
to design a classifier that will categorize arbitrary sentences by SORT type.
To ascertain the best model for our classifier, we experimented with 3 different classifier models
following the “No Free Lunch” theorem (Halperin, 2019) which states that there is no one model
that works best for every problem.
Selection of one of the three methods discussed in section 2.4.1 was modeled on experiments
carried out in the same domain by (Aphinyanaphongs, 2004; Demner-Fushman & Lin, 2007;
Harrell, Lee, Matchar, & Reichert, 1985).
Each of the following classifiers are assessed for their classification accuracy in providing SORT
categorizations:
•

Optimized Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Platt & Others, 1998)

•

Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM) (Christopher D. Manning, Raghavan, & Schutze ,2009)

•

Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) (Krishnapuram, Carin, Figueiredo, & Hartemink,
2005)

All three of these classifiers were assessed/evaluated using the WEKA18 machine learning toolkit
(Witten and Frank, 2005). In WEKA, it is possible to create a classification model to classify
sentences/documents based on a supplied labelling.
We trained the three classifiers on the 1793 SORT annotated sentences in the SORT training data.
To ascertain the best classifier model, we go through the following stages: data pre-processing,

18

WEKA (Available at: http://www.scientificdatabases.ca/current-projects/english-spanish-text-data-mining/weka/)
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feature selection and extraction, and classification and knowledge extraction. These are described
in the following subsections.
3.2.4.1 Data Pre-processing
This step involves preparing and cleaning the SORT training data to achieve a form suitable for
our experiment.
We start by converting the SORT training data which is saved as a CSV (Comma Separated Value)
format to an ARFF format and then open it from WEKA Explorer. The ARFF format is the data
file format used within the WEKA project.
Before applying machine-learning techniques, sentence data in WEKA must be converted to
"vectors text." The easiest way to render text is as a bag of words or a vector of words 19 (Namee,
2012). The StringToWordVector text analysis filter in WEKA performs the process of converting
each word in a string field into a numeric attribute. This tool makes provision for lemmatization,
processing of custom tokens and processing of stop words. At the same time, it calculates weights
for Frequency, Duration, and TF.IDF, which are used as classifier learning features.
We make use of the StringtoWordVector filter options to modify the SORT training data from
Mollá’s corpus in order to be classified. Using the WEKA tools for this, we applied stop word
removal, changed the tokens to lowercase, set the minimum term frequency to 1, re-ordered and
removed all numbers and special characters, and performed n-gram tokenization.
3.2.4.2 Feature Selection and Extraction (FS)
Using the StringtoWordVector filter options in WEKA, we set constrains of features in our training
data to a maximum of 1000 n-gram highly predictable words as our features for identifying each
SORT category since we consider how evidence sentences are expressed or presented (Thompson
et al., 2008). This is because on inspecting the performance of the three classifiers we trained, we
retained 600 to 2000 words (in increments of 100, 300, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000). The optimum
performance over the tested classifiers as listed above was with 1000 words retained.

19

A Word Vector consists of a vector where each position in the vector indicates the presence (0) or absence (1) of a
specific word(Ku, Chiu, Zhang, Chen, & Su, 2014).
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We then apply advanced feature selection methods to rank our features from highest predictive
power to lowest predictive power for retention.
In text classification tasks it has been shown that Feature Selection can actually improve the
performance of classification (Yang and Pedersen, 1997) by allowing the maximization of the
selection of best features and reducing the uncertainty as to which features belongs to a class.
Sine we intend to retain the most significant features for identifying a SORT grade in sentences in
order to train a model that will be used to classify sentences from our Summarizer Input Corpus,
we test the following two feature selection methods in WEKA, which are:
•

Information Gain (IG): Measure the number of bits of information obtained with the
presence or absence of terms by category prediction. It is an important measurement
method that ranks features based on a score of relevance to each class or category (Shatkay
et al., 2008).

•

Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) is an algorithm that looks for highly correlated
features with a class that has no or negligible correlation with each other (Hall, 1999).

On inspecting the performance of the three aforementioned classifiers when maximized with the
use of Information Gain, we only observed a 1% increment with the SVM classifier for SORT
category “C”, “none” and “A”. We discovered no changes with Naïve Bayes Multinomial and
Multinomial Regression classifiers.
To ensure we cater to the weakness of IG, whereby there is a bias in favour of the features with
more values regardless of whether they are informative or not, we also select and apply the
correlation-based Feature Selection method in WEKA. We observed a decrement of 1% which is
the same performance as when none of the feature selection methods were applied for the SVM
classifier with SORT categories “C”, “A”, “B” and “none”. We still did not observe any changes
with the Naïve Bayes and Multinomial logistic regression classifiers.
Since we did not observe any significant improvements, we only report the results of the optimum
performance achieved, retaining 1000 features for each SORT category under the conditions of
Information Gain and correlation-based feature selection methods in this research.
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3.2.4.3 Classification and Performance evaluation
Both Naïve Bayes Multinomial, and Logistic Regression support classification to three or more
labels. For the SVM, the multi-class task is carried out as a sequence of binary classification tasks.
We use a stratified 10-fold cross-validation procedure to randomly allocate the labeled sentences
to training and testing data splits. In cross-validation, the data is divided into N groups with equal
representation of each class in each group. Workings across the groups, N classifications are
performed, in which one group is used for testing and the remaining N are used for training.
Performance can then be calculated as an average across all samples.
3.2.5

SORT Classification performance

A standard measure for classification performance is classification accuracy, which is simply the
number of labels that have been applied correctly, assessed on labelled test data.
However, for datasets with unbalanced label distributions this measure can be misleading, as
simply correctly labelling the most common class may generate a high accuracy, but not well
describe the classifiers ability to distinguish between classes. Instead, we therefore have used the
F1 measure in this experiment. F1 is obtained from the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall
(Salton and McGill, 1983). Precision and Recall of the classifier for each category c are defined
as follows
]eY[,+,fZ =

X3n
X3n + p3n

qr

s
eY[ihh = qr tuv
s

s

Where X3n represents the number of true positives, that is, the number of sentences accurately
classified into category c and pAn representing false negatives, that is the number of sentences
incorrectly rejected from category c. The F-measure (F1) is the harmonic mean of Precision and
Recall and is defined as follows:
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p − cYi+beY =

2 y ]eY[,+,fZ y eY[ih
]eY[,+,fZ + eY[ihh

Once we calculate the F1 measure for all classes, we calculate the mean to obtain an overall
indication of performance (Khoo, Marom, & Albrecht, 2006). Considering the SORT categories
in our “SORT training data” are not evenly distributed across, the average in performance is
calculated using two different methods, so that the significance of small classes is reflected. The
first method, called macro averaging, awards an equal weight across each of the classes. The
second, called micro averaging, gives commensurate weight based on the class percentage in the
dataset. This is calculated to give a sense of the reason for a possible poor performance in a
classifier achieved is mostly because of the presence of classes with only a few training data in our
data sense especially when judgements are based on the macro-average performance (Khoo et al.,
2006).
Macro average classification accuracy of each classifier over the knowledge extracted from 1793
instances in the training set is shown in Table 3-10, and performance for each classifier for each
SORT category is shown in Table 3-11.

Table 3-10: Percentage of correctly classified SORT instances
SVM

74.56%

NBM

68.54%

MLR

73.45%

The micro average classification performance is measured in terms of Precision, Recall and Fmeasure.
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Table 3-11: Classifier performance by SORT Category
Precision
NBM
MLR
A
0.690
0.808
B
0.651
0.733
C
0.751
0.762
N(none) 0.685
0.529
Weighted 0.690
0.742
average

Recall
NBM
0.669
0.765
0.639
0.536
0.685

SVM
0.781
0.708
0.772
0.754
0.749

MLR
0.709
0.784
0.715
0.663
0.735

SVM
0.737
0.805
0.710
0.627
0.746

F-measure
NBM
MLR
0.680
0.756
0.703
0.758
0.691
0.737
0.601
0.588
0.684
0.736

SVM
0.759
0.753
0.740
0.684
0.745

Based on the above findings, SVM outperforms other classifiers and was therefore chosen, due to
its higher mean performance for further analysis. We will therefore use the SVM classifier to
produce SORT category information for all of the sentences in the Summarizer Input Corpus, as
described in the next section.
Looking at Table 3-11, we can see that the SORT “A” class has the highest F1 measure,
indicating that it was highly predictable.
The inspection of the classification confusion matrix is then used to gain a better understanding
of an unusually low micro and macro average performance in the less predictable class “none”.
Each row in the confusion matrices for each classifier represents a true class label, and each column
represents a predicted class label by each classification model.
The confusion matrix for the best performing classification model, SVM, shown in Table 3-12,
reports 455 misclassified sentences.
Table 3-12: The confusion matrix for the SORT evidence sentence grading using optimized
SVM
Predicted class

Actual Class

C

B

None

A

339

76

13

24

C

70

521

13

72

B

20

25

104

17

None

27

88

10

374

A
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The confusion matrix misclassifications, especially with the less common classes, tell us that
there were insufficient distinction-making features to separate these classes clearly from each
other.

3.2.5.1 Number of sentences classified for the implementation of the SORT sentence reranking strategy
We made use of the SORT classification model generated from training an SVM classifier to
classify all of the sentences in the Summarizer Input Corpus and make the resulting SORT labels
available within the annotated summary format.
Table 3-13: SORT distribution over the newly annotated sentences in source abstracts
A
10418

B
8168

C
4523

None
5734

Table 3-13 shows the SORT type classification distribution over 28564 sentences. As seen in this
data, most of the sentences available to be selected as part of a summary will be of a SORT type
“A”. The impact of sentence selection based on this classification will be assessed through
experiments evaluating SORT and additionally PIBOSO information, as described in the next
section. The layout of our input 2 from the Summarizer Input Corpus after SORT classification
and annotation of sentences is shown in Table 3-1.

3.3 Experimental strategies for sentence re-ranking
Sarker's (2014) single document summarization procedure was based on a target-specific salient
sentence extraction. The importance of any of the sentences is decided by the combined score of
all the Edmundsonian statistics to create a ranked list. This is performed three times to select the
best-ranked remaining sentence to create a three-sentence summary. This unmodified system is
the BASE system. Modifications to filter the ranking based on PIBOSO or SORT information, or
BOTH types of information are evaluated. For each of the generated summaries, ROUGE-L scores
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for Precision, Recall, and an F-measure for each summary in relation to a single human generated
gold standard summary were generated. However for the purpose of this thesis, we will only be
examining the ROUGE-L Recall measure as historically this is the measure that all ROUGE
calculations were based on (C. Lin, 2004).
We will refer to the four experimental strategies used in this thesis as the BASE, SORT, PIBOSO
and BOTH systems.
All these experimental strategies of sentence selection for document summarization use a greedy
sentence selection strategy.
Following the greedy sentence selection technique, the sentence with highest utility score is
selected first (Zopf, Loza Mencía, & Fürnkranz, 2018) whereby, if the best sentence is selected,
it is then excluded from the input list of available sentences and then the next best sentence within
the remaining sentences on the list is then selected. To avoid selecting and adding sentences with
similar content to a summary whilst meeting relevance to category-specific information needs , a
redundancy avoidance strategy (MMR and Cosine Similarity Measure) is applied (Zopf et al.,
2018).
The strategy of redundancy avoidance calculates the similarity of the currently best sentence with
already selected sentences (Zopf et al., 2018). If a predefined threshold is exceeded by the
maximum similarity, the summarizer removes the sentences from the input list without adding
them to the summary. The selection process is repeated until the desired summary length is reached
and once a decision is made, it is never revised (Zopf et al., 2018).
This means that the second-best original sentence may not get selected at all, as it may be redundant
with the first-selected sentence.
The BASE system uses this type of selection based on the Edmundsonian equation, as described
in section 2.3.2. Our additional selection strategies take the ranked list of sentences in Sarker's
(2014) system and filter these lists using SORT and PIBOSO information to select the top-ranked
sentences that fits that criteria, or in the case of the BOTH strategy, that fits both criteria.
3.3.1

Modification to incorporate SORT scores
Based on the ability of SORT categories to identify sentences that express statements of evidence,
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we prefer sentences of SORT category A, then B, then C and if none of these exist, then we select
any sentence with no SORT information (referred to as type none).
The algorithm below chooses a single sentence:
CHOOSE_SENTENCE(CandidateSet);
Sentence = None
IF SORT category A of Candidate Set is not empty:
Sentence = highest Edmundsonian ranked sentence of CandidateSet in SORT category A
ELSEIF SORT category B of Candidate Set is not empty:
Sentence = highest Edmundsonian ranked sentence of CandidateSet in SORT category B
ELSEIF SORT category C of CandidateSet is not empty:
Sentence = highest Edmundsonian ranked sentence of CandidateSet in SORT category C
ELSE:
Sentence = highest Edmundsonian ranked sentence of CandidateSet using Sarker’s baseline
system
ENDIF
Return sentence

As noted here, for each of the categories A, B, C and none, if any sentence exists in this category,
it is greedily chosen as the next selected sentence. This algorithm is repeated three times after reranking the sentences based on overall similarity as mentioned above, to produce a set of three
sentences as the document summary.
3.3.2

Modification to incorporate PIBOSO scores
In a similar fashion to the above experiment, the PIBOSO experiment adds an extra measure using
PIBOSO prioritized category.
A significant difference here is that the preferred sentence type depends on whether it is the first,
second or third sentence being chosen.
In the case of the first sentence, we prefer a sentence from any of the PIBOSO categories
“population”, “intervention” or “background”. This is because in medical document abstracts,
background/intervention/population information tends to occur earlier on in the document.
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In the case of the second sentence, we prefer a sentence from the PIBOSO category “study”,
because in medical document abstracts, study information tends to occur early on or midway
through the document.
We set “study” for the second sentence selection and if none was found, we roll-back to in Sarker's
(2014) strategy which is the baseline for sentence selection. We discovered that this worked better
with achieving more reasonable sentence selections.
We set “outcome” for the third sentence selection and where [outcome] sentences do not exist,
then we roll-back to Sarker’s strategy as well. In the case of the third sentence selection, we prefer
a sentence of category “outcome” because in medical document abstracts outcome information is
generally presented towards the end.
The algorithm below indicates all three-sentence choices.
For i in 1…3
Sentence = None
For sentenceNumber ==1
IF PIBOSO category of sentence in {population, intervention, background}:
SentenceSet[i] = bestSentenceInCategory[preferenceCategory]
ELSE IF sentence is None
SentenceSet[i]= ChooseSarker’sBaseline[rankDict]
For sentenceNumber == 2
IF PIBOSO category of sentence in {study}:
SentenceSet[i] = bestSentenceInCategory[preferenceCategory]
ELSE IF sentence is None
SentenceSet[i]= ChooseSarker’sBaseline(rankDict)
For sentenceNumber ==3
IF PIBOSO category of sentence in {Outcome}:
SentenceSet[i] = bestSentenceInCategory[preferenceCategory]
ELSE IF sentence is None
Sentence[i]= ChooseSarker’sBaseline(rankDict)
Return SentenceSet

3.3.3

Modification to incorporate BOTH (mutual inclusion of PIBOSO and SORT strategy)
strategies
An algorithm to incorporate both PIBOSO and SORT category information is also evaluated.
The algorithm is as below:
For i in 1…3
Sentence = None
CandidateSet = Category {A, B, C, none}
For sentenceNumber ==1
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IF PIBOSO category of sentence in {population, intervention, background}
Begin:
SORT category of sentence: = first priority Category of sentence in CandidateSet which has not been
selected
IF highest available SORT category of sentence is PIBOSO category of sentence then
SentenceSet[i] = bestSentenceInCategory[preferenceCategory] && highest ranked sentence in
[CandidateSet]
ELSE IF sentence is None
Sentence[i]= ChooseSarker’sBaseline(rankDict)
For sentenceNumber ==2
IF PIBOSO category of sentence in {Study}
Begin:
SORT category of sentence: = first priority Category of sentence in CandidateSet which has not been
selected
IF highest available SORT category of sentence is PIBOSO category of sentence then
SentenceSet[i] = bestSentenceInCategory[preferenceCategory] && highest ranked sentence in
[CandidateSet]
ELSE IF sentence is None
Sentence[i]= ChooseSarker’s Baseline(rankDict)
For sentenceNumber ==3
IF PIBOSO category of sentence in {Outcome}
Begin:
SORT category of sentence: = first priority Category of sentence in CandidateSet which has not been
selected
IF highest available SORT category of sentence is PIBOSO category of sentence then
SentenceSet[i] = bestSentenceInCategory[preferenceCategory] && highest ranked sentence in
[CandidateSet]
ELSE IF sentence is None
Sentence[i]= ChooseSarker’s Baseline(rankDict)
Return sentence

The above algorithm is described in text form below:
• For Sentence number 1 selection, we check for the available sentence in a document
following a dictionary created according to the PIBOSO specified category list
{Population, Intervention, Background} which also meets the criteria as the highest rankbased SORT category with preference given to SORT type “A” in the SORT Category
preference list (A, B, C, none). If there exists no available sentence for selection, only then
do we move on to check for availability of the second highest SORT category type as a
preference, which has any of the specified PIBOSO category types. If there is no available
sentence satisfying both the SORT Category preference list as well as the specified
PIBOSO category list, we then roll-back to in Sarker's (2014) ranking/ sentence selection
strategy.
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• We apply the same sentence selection approach for the second selection where the PIBOSO
specified category list {study} and the SORT Category preference list (A, B, C, none) is
considered the same way as the first sentence selection.
• We apply the same sentence selection approach for the third sentence selection where the
PIBOSO specified category list {outcome} and the SORT Category preference list (A, B,
C, none) is considered as well.

3.4 Summary Generation
We generated 2294 summaries for each of the BASE, SORT, PIBOSO and BOTH experimental
strategies. On average, each summary generated took about 2 mins to run and we therefore we
spent approximately 72 hours.

3.5 Summary Evaluation
To evaluate experimental strategies, we used the ROUGE-L Recall as we earlier mentioned that
historically, this is the measure that all ROUGE calculations were based on (C. Lin, 2004).
ROUGE-L Recall measure is used to compare the output summaries generated in each sentence
re-ranking strategy against the gold standard summaries in order to see if we gain better ROUGE
scores in any or all of our strategies in comparison to the BASE system.
The ROUGE-L Recall scores are evaluated using a paired sample t-test to establish if there is a
significant difference in performance, considering the performance on a given document as a pair.
Details of the evaluation and results are covered in chapter 4.
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4 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this chapter, we detail the results of the evaluation of our experimental sentence re-ranking
strategies: SORT, PIBOSO and BOTH against the in Sarker's (2014) baseline sentence ranking
strategy (the BASE system). We explain our results and finally discuss what we have learned based
on this analysis.

4.1 Experimental Design: Summarization experiments and evaluation flow
To determine whether each of our new strategies (PIBOSO, SORT and BOTH) score higher than
or records an improvement over the BASE strategy of sentence ranking as well as if either one of
the strategies perform better than the others, we perform a paired t-test to ascertain whether there
is a statistically significant difference in performance between one or more of our new strategies
versus the BASE. A paired t-test is appropriate here as we wish to consider the selections made
on the same source summary as a pair. We are not interested in whether the average score has
changed, but rather, whether the score for each individual document has, on average, improved.
This is equivalent to considering whether the difference in the scores of each of the new sentence
re-ranking strategy and the BASE system for each document is greater than zero.
Before performing the t-test, we ensure that the assumptions of the test are met:
•

Samples must be paired: as the same document is evaluated in both sets of ROUGE-L scores,
these are paired samples.

•

A sufficient number of samples must exist: we have 2294 pairs of samples, each from one
document, so there are plenty of samples for this test.

•

The distribution of the differences between pairs must follow a Normal distribution: this was
confirmed using the Shapiro-Wilk Normality test, as it has been found to be the most powerful
test in most situations (NCSS, 2019). It is the ratio of two estimates of the variance of a normal
distribution based on a random sample of n observations.

Having confirmed our assumptions, we may proceed with the paired t-test, which in its one-tailed
form, examines the following hypotheses:
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•

Null hypothesis (H0): the mean difference between each pair across the two groups is not
significantly greater than 0. There is no statistical argument to support a finding of a
difference between either of our strategies.

•

Alternative hypothesis (H1): the mean difference between each pair across the two groups is
greater than 0. There is a difference that supports the conclusion that our strategy has a
significant improvement over the BASE strategy as well as either one of our strategies is
better than the rest of our strategies.

To determine if we should accept or reject the null hypothesis from the paired t-test of the BASE
sentence ranking strategy against another sentence re-ranking strategy, as well as between our
sentence re-ranking strategies, we calculate a t-statistic and its associated p-value. We accept the
hypothesis if p is less than some α. Since for most scientific studies an accepted value of α is 0.05,
representing a 95% confidence interval of certainty in our findings, we will be adopting the same
α here.

4.2 Evaluation of the Generated Summaries
Our results describing the median ROUGE-L Recall scores for BASE, SORT, PIBOSO and
BOTH strategies are presented in Table 4-1, broken down by the minimum number of sentences
considered. In cases greater than Nsentences = 4, we are simply evaluating the scores as
considered on the subset of the EBM summarizer corpus that is made up of documents with the
stated number of sentences or greater.
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Table 4-1:Median ROUGE-L Recall scores based on sentence count
Nsentences
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20-24
25-50

Ndocuments
53
72
122
136
177
225
237
242
139
164
155
123
74
52
55
37
78
42

SORT
BASE Recall
Recall
PIBOSO Recall
Both Recall
0.14286
0.14286
0.14286
0.14286
0.14286
0.15076
0.13563
0.151925
0.18182
0.149075
0.1776
0.19048
0.16667
0.15385
0.15385
0.16129
0.14925
0.13889
0.13793
0.13793
0.17519
0.16473
0.14286
0.16667
0.17143
0.15385
0.15385
0.17241
0.15385
0.13043
0.14286
0.149075
0.16129
0.14286
0.14286
0.15
0.160625
0.13636
0.14286
0.159545
0.15094
0.13158
0.13636
0.14286
0.15385
0.125
0.13333
0.14286
0.133975
0.125
0.12633
0.141195
0.123105
0.10563
0.1127
0.109905
0.13636
0.11628
0.14286
0.14286
0.13148
0.10195
0.107625
0.107625
0.15385
0.116515
0.140395
0.12903
0.13529
0.08384
0.125
0.125

As seen in Table 4-1, the median scores begin to change above the 5-sentence count. This may be
due to the fact that two separate 3 sentence summaries may be generated by two sentence ranking
strategies without selecting the same sentence.
We perform our evaluation of the ROUGE-L Recall scores of all summaries from documents by
calculating the mean differences and running one-tailed paired t-test to generate p-values which is
then used to measure whether our three experimented sentence re-ranking strategies perform better
than the BASE strategy and that either one of our strategies perform better than the rest with some
statistical certainty.
Table 4-2 through Table 4-3 shows the ROUGE results, their mean differences and t-test scores
to ascertain if one strategy is better than the other for all summaries from documents with 4sentence count and above from which we made our initial analytical deductions.
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Table 4-2:Comparison of ROUGE-L Recall scores using paired t-test
Num
Sent.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20-24
25-50

SORT – BASE
Diff
p-value
-0.01
0.76
-0.01
0.85
-0.03
1.0
-0.02
1.0
-0.02
1.0
-0.01
0.92
-0.02
1.0
-0.04
1
-0.03
1
-0.03
1
-0.04
1
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.80
-0.02
0.97
-0.03
1
-0.02
0.95
-0.04
1
-0.04
1

PIBOSO - BASE
Diff
p-value
-0.004
0.75
-0.01
0.85
-0.01
0.97
-0.01
0.98
-0.02
1
-0.02
1
-0.02
1.0
-0.02
1
-0.01
1
-0.02
1
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.89
-0.01
0.89
-0.002
0.60
0.001
0.47
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.90
0.003
0.41
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BOTH - BASE
Diff
p-value
-0.01
0.94
-0.01
0.87
-0.01
0.92
-0.01
0.91
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.61
-0.01
0.95
-0.01
1.0
-0.01
0.94
-0.01
1
-0.01
1
-0.001
0.59
-0.01
0.84
-0.01
0.93
0.005
0.33
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.93
-0.01
0.76

Table 4-3:Comparison of ROUGE-L Recall scores using paired t-test

Num
Sent.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20-24
25-50

SORT-PIBOSO
Diff
p-value
-0.001
0.56
-0.002
0.60
-0.02
0.98
-0.03
0.69
-0.01
0.77
0.01
0.16
0.002
0.34
-0.01
1
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.79
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.92
0.002
0.42
-0.02
0.93
-0.03
0.97
-0.0003
0.51
-0.03
1
-0.04
1

PIBOSO-BOTH
Diff
p-value
0.103
0.11
-0.001
0.57
-0.002
0.70
-0.01
0.86
-0.001
0.75
-0.01
1
-0.02
1
-0.01
1
-0.001
0.91
-0.01
0.98
-0.01
0.92
-0.01
0.91
-0.02
0.68
0.01
0.12
-0.004
0.61
0.001
0.57
-0.001
0.55
0.01
0.11

SORT_BOTH
Diff
p-value
0.01
0.20
-0.003
0.65
-0.02
1
-0.01
0.94
-0.01
0.87
-0.01
0.91
-0.01
1
-0.02
1
-0.02
1
-0.01
1
-0.02
1
-0.02
1
-0.001
0.54
-0.01
0.82
-0.03
1
-0.002
0.56
-0.03
1
-0.03
1

Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 details the p-value for a t-test run comparing the ROUGE-L Recall values
for each minimum document size in sentences shown between all sentence ranking strategies.
From our T-test and mean difference calculations of the ROUGE score over the distributions:
•

We deduce that BASE is not significantly better than SORT as the difference between these
scores is negative, where an improvement would be a positive score difference. The low pvalues we obtained here indicate that the one-tailed t-test reports that our new SORT strategy
is significantly worse than the BASE strategy.

•

We deduce that BASE strategy is not significantly better than PIBOSO or BOTH strategies,
for the most part as we again see a negative difference, except for summaries from the
documents with an 8 length in BOTH, the p-values are more than .05, indicating a potential
improvement, but not at a statistically significant level of certainty. We also see a positive
difference for only summaries from documents within the 17-sentence count and 25-50
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sentence count, where the p-value is more than .05, indicating a potential improvement, which
is at a statistically significant level of certainty
•

We deduce that PIBOSO is significantly better than SORT for summaries generated for the
most part, based on the low p-values seen. However, it is not significantly better when
considering documents with 9 ,10 16 and even 19 sentence count and over as the p-values are
more than .05.

•

We deduce that BOTH is significantly better than SORT for all summaries, noting that those
generated from documents with 5 sentences and over have the p-value over .05, which is the
limit of our acceptable significance level. In this case, SORT category types do have an
effect on BOTH strategy for summaries from documents within the 4-sentence count.

•

We deduce that BOTH is not significantly better than PIBOSO for summaries generated for
the most part as the p-values are more than .05 except for summaries from documents within
4, 17, and 25-50 sentence count, which is not statistically significant but stands as a potential
improvement.

We further investigate the performance of our sentence re-ranking strategies over the 2294
documents by calculating the number of times each strategy does better than some other in order
to get a clearer insight on the performance of each of the strategies in terms of the ROUGE-L
Recall scores.
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Table 4-4: frequency one strategy performing better than the other
Scenarios

SORT

PIBOSO

BOTH

IF ROUGE Score value is exactly same as PIBOSO 683
ROUGE score value

N/A

1232

IF value > PIBOSO value

694

N/A

438

IF value < PIBOSO value

995

N/A

622

IF ROUGE score value is exactly same as ROUGE N/A
score SORT value

N/A

872

IF value > SORT value

N/A

N/A

524

IF value < SORT value

N/A

N/A

896

IF PIBOSO ROUGE score value is exactly same as 636
BASE ROUGE score value

844

950

IF value > BASE value

573

553

568

IF value < BASE value

1083

895
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From Table 4-4, we deduce:
• BOTH does better than SORT 37% of the time and performs worse an additional 32% of
the time.
•

BOTH does better than PIBOSO by 26% and performs worse an additional 30% of the
time.

•

SORT does better than PIBOSO by 38% of the time and performs worse an 32% of the
time.

•

BASE does better than SORT by 49% of the time and performs worse an additional 34%
of the time.

•

BASE does better than PIBOSO by 36% of the time and performs worse an additional 32%
of the time.

•

BASE does better than BOTH by 28% of the time and performs worse an additional 34%
of the time.

•

PIBOSO gets same ROUGE values as BOTH 44% of the time.

•

SORT gets same ROUGE values as BOTH 31% of the time.

•

SORT gets same ROUGE values as PIBOSO 30% of the time.

•

BOTH gets same ROUGE values as BASE 38% of the time.
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•

PIBOSO gets same ROUGE values as BASE 33% of the time.

•

SORT gets same ROUGE value as BASE 32% of the time.

From the results described in the bulleted points above in Table 4-4, we deduce that although
PIBOSO seems a bit more stable than SORT, they both complement each other when combine
together to form the BOTH strategy. This is because according to our results, we see that BOTH
does better than SORT 37% of the time and performs worse an additional 32% of the time, BOTH
does better than PIBOSO by 26% and performs worse an additional 30% of the time and BASE
does better than BOTH by 28% of the time and performs worse an additional 34% of the time.

4.3 Overlap between summaries created
Although we are seeing differences in functions of each of the strategies, we also gathered from
our statistics the frequency of sentence overlaps with the BASE system summaries. An “overlap”
is simply a sentence that occurs in both summaries generated under different conditions. As there
are three sentences in each summary, the amount of overlap must therefore be between zero (no
sentences in common) to three (all sentences in common).

Table 4-5:Counts for each degree of overlap by experimental strategy in selected 2294
documents
Overlap

SORT

PIBOSO

BOTH

3

29

122

213

2

378

1035

1298

1

1146

939

645

0

739

196

136

Table 4-5 displays how often each frequency of overlap was seen in our set of 2294 documents.
The most common amount of overlaps 2 sentences, which is very common in the PIBOSO and
BOTH strategies. Considering all strategies, this amount of overlap describes 39% of the data.
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The next most common is 1 sentence of overlap, describing 40% of the data, and finally 3 sentences
of overlap, describing the remaining 5% of the data.
This measure also shows that the three-sentence re-ranking strategies are choosing different
sentences than the BASE system 25% of the time.

4.4 Examining the ROUGE Results in Detail using Selected Documents
As the documents that we are using have a variety of different number of sentences, and a variety
of different contents in terms of their PIBOSO and SORT category labelled sentences, it makes
sense to evaluate the system on a set of documents for which we should see the strongest effect, in
order to see what our strategies do when given sentences of the type that they prefer.
We therefore examined in detail the ROUGE-L Recall results on the most relevant documents by
trimming the corpus down to the set of documents that would fully satisfy the SORT and PIBOSO
strategies.
The identification of the documents for which we expected to see the strongest effects of our
sentence re-ranking strategies was done by filtered out to keep only sentences that met the
following criteria:
•

At least three-sentences of SORT category “A”, to satisfy the SORT scheme.

•

At least one sentence of PIBOSO category “population,” “intervention,” or “background”
to satisfy the PIBOSO algorithm’s choice for sentence 1.

•

At least one sentence of PIBOSO category “study” for the PIBOSO algorithm’s choice for
sentence 2, and

•

At least one sentence of PIBOSO category “outcome” for sentence 3.

•

At least three-sentence summaries are generated in the BASE system for each document.

The documents for analysis were finally trimmed down to 26. The fact that such a small subset
of the original documents was found is not surprising as there are only 32 documents with
PIBOSO category “study” according to our statistics reported in Table 3-4. For these documents,
we confirmed that sentences from the source abstracts were of reasonable lengths with the
minimum sentence as 8 and the maximum sentence as 40.
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Normality on this subset of document was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. See APPENDIX 3
for results.
Following the afore mentioned criteria for our selected set, Table 4-6 details the ROUGE-L scores
obtained for each document in this set, along with the per-document difference (improvement)
between the BASE score and each of our experimental strategies as well as difference between
each of our sentence re-ranking strategies.
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Table 4-6: ROUGE score results for all sentence ranking strategies describing the significance in performance of each of
strategies against BASE system and between each of our re-ranking strategies

Document BASE

SORT

PIBOSO BOTH

SORT-BASE PIBOSO-BASE

BOTH-BASE

SORT-PIBOSO

SORT-BOTH

PIBOSO-BOTH

8607590
11289288
15547519
11533326
11004420
11030804
11791949
16472560
10780124
10925761
11588078
10399422
14584010
9565411
11006762
11859046
11086269
12683477
8035399
12230356
15231980
10591433
15055095
10930181
16879663
11722961

0.52
0.27
0.41
0.17
0.09
0.21
0.21
0.18
0.16
0
0.42
0.06
0.12
0.4
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.18
0.15
0.42
0.14
0.22
0.33
0.13

0.57
0.18
0.24
0.1
0.18
0.13
0.25
0.06
0.13
0
0
0.06
0.09
0.4
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.12
0.24
0.08
0.17
0.43
0.28
0.44
0.13

0.43
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.03
0.02
0
0
0
0
0
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
-0.08
-0.21
-0.22
-0.28
-0.52

0.38
0.09
0.178
0.03
0.09
0.08
0.14
-0.03
-0.03
0
0
0
0.03
0
0
0.02
0
0
0
-0.06
-0.08
-0.33
-0.11
0
-0.3
-0.58

-0.05
0.09
0.18
0.07
-0.09
0.08
-0.04
0.12
0.03
0
0.42
0
0.03
0
0
0
-0.03
-0.06
-0.04
-0.06
0.08
0.25
-0.3
-0.06
-0.11
0

0.05
0.05
-0.06
0.07
0
0
-0.07
0.06
0.05
0
0
0
-0.03
0
-0.02
-0.04
-0.03
-0.04
-0.04
0
0
0.25
-0.09
-0.22
0
0.07

0.1
-0.05
-0.24
0
0.09
-0.08
-0.04
-0.06
0.01
0
-0.42
0
-0.06
0
-0.02
-0.04
0
0.02
0
0.06
-0.08
0
0.21
-0.12
0.11
0.06

0.1
0.14
0.29
0.07
0
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.15
0
0.42
0.06
0.12
0.4
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.24
0.23
0.5
0.34
0.44
0.61
0.65

0.48
0.23
0.47
0.1
0.09
0.21
0.29
0.12
0.12
0
0.42
0.06
0.15
0.4
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.18
0.15
0.17
0.23
0.44
0.33
0.07

0.48
0.05
-0.06
0.03
0.18
0
0.11
-0.09
-0.02
0
-0.42
0
-0.03
0
-0.02
-0.02
0
0.02
0
0
-0.15
-0.33
0.09
-0.17
-0.17
-0.52
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Table 4-7: ROUGE scores and the degree of overlaps with the BASE system for subset of
documents
Document
8607590
11289288
15547519
11533326
11004420
11030804
11791949
16472560
10780124
10925761
11588078
10399422
14584010
9565411
11006762
11859046
11086269
12683477
8035399
12230356
15231980
10591433
15055095
10930181
16879663
11722961

BASE
0.1
0.14
0.29
0.07
0
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.15
0
0.42
0.06
0.12
0.4
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.24
0.23
0.5
0.34
0.44
0.61
0.65

SORT
0.52
0.27
0.41
0.17
0.09
0.21
0.21
0.18
0.16
0
0.42
0.06
0.12
0.4
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.18
0.15
0.42
0.14
0.22
0.33
0.13

PIBOSO
0.57
0.18
0.24
0.1
0.18
0.13
0.25
0.06
0.13
0
0
0.06
0.09
0.4
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.12
0.24
0.08
0.17
0.43
0.28
0.44
0.13

BOTH
0.48
0.23
0.47
0.1
0.09
0.21
0.29
0.12
0.12
0
0.42
0.06
0.15
0.4
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.18
0.15
0.17
0.23
0.44
0.33
0.06

BOTH
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
0
2
0
0
2
2
1
2
0
0
1
2
1
0

PIBOSO
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
2
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
1

SORT
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

Table 4-7 details the degree of overlap between our sentence re-ranking strategies and the BASE
system strategy.
We perform a paired t-test of these ROUGE scores in a one tailed paired t-test to compare two
different strategies ROUGE score as detailed in Table 4-8, where the strategies are run through the
same individual in independent experimental scenarios and leading to different ROUGE score
results. We use this t-test to compare the means of the ROUGE scores generated from the same
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sample under each strategy. This would allow us to determine if there is a statistically significant
difference between the means for 2 strategies and if one strategy is better than the other. The t-test
uses 3 pieces of information (Roberts, 2017):
1. Sample size = the number of replicates in each sample.
2. The difference between the two means
3. The variance of each sample

Table 4-8: Average Difference in Means and associated p-values for ROUGE-L Recall
scores on selected document set
Comparison

Difference in Means

p-value of paired t-test

SORT – BASE

-0.02

0.72

PIBOSO – BASE

-0.04

0.85

BOTH – BASE

-0.02

0.69

SORT-PIBOSO

0.02

0.22

SORT-BOTH

-0.002

0.55

PIBOSO-BOTH

-0.02

0.83

The average difference in ROUGE-L Recall along with the p-values of the paired t-tests, where
we show if one strategy performs better than the other is shown Table 4-8. As shown in this table,
the p-values are quite high in each case, meaning that there is no significant difference reported by
this test. The fact that there are no significant differences at all in these cases, and in the
examination of the full data set there were cases of significant decrease in performance shows that
when the new experimental strategies have the data that they prefer, that they do better.

4.5 Distribution of Scores from Selected Document Set
Plots of the differences between ROUGE-L Recall scores showing the distribution of these scores
across the 26 documents are shown in Table 4-6. Here we can see the evidence of variations in the
difference in ROUGE scores, showing that the median score and the inner quartiles (50% of the
points) are near zero, with long whiskers and many outliers. This variability means that even on
the select set of documents for which we calculated the mean differences between BASE and our
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sentence re-ranking strategies as indicated in Table 4-6 which has been summarized in Table 4-8,
we are not able to deduce evidence to prove overall significant improvement in ROUGE scores
especially over the BASE system. Figure 4-1 discusses in detail the variations in the difference

Differences between sentence ranking strategies ROUGE scores

over the 26 subset documents for which we cannot prove ROUGE score improvements.
1.0

0.5

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●

0.0
●
●
●

●
●

●

−0.5

●

●

●
●

●
●

PIBOSO−BOTH

SORT−BOTH

SORT−PIBOSO

BOTH−BASE

SORT−BASE

PIBOSO−BASE

−1.0

Differences between sentence ranking strategies

Figure 4-1: ROUGE-L Recall score
In particular, Figure 4-1, we note that:
•

The medians are not significantly separated in terms of the differences between the BASE
system and our sentence re-ranking strategies and even between our sentence re-ranking
strategies, in accordance with our t-test results

•

The whiskers forming the ranges are of similar range, and are overlapping

•

The inner quartiles differ in range, but are overlapping in all cases
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The overall conclusion is that although the calculated means of the ROUGE-L Recall score differ,
there is no evidence to say that, by this metric any are preferred.
Although we are seeing differences in functions of each of the strategies, we gathered from our
statistics, the frequency of sentence overlaps with the BASE system summaries. Table 4-9 below
details the average break down for the subset of 26 documents.
Table 4-9:Average counts for the degree of overlap between our experimental strategy and
the BASE system in selected document subset
Overlap

SORT

PIBOSO

BOTH

2

16

15

9

1

15

17

13

0

3

2

12

From Table 4-9, we also see that the most common amount of overlaps with the BASE system was
with 1 sentence, describing 45% of the data, followed by 2 sentences of overlap describing 32%
of the data and finally 0 sentences of overlaps describing the remaining 23% of the data. This
shows that the three-sentence re-ranking strategies are choosing different sentences a strong
majority (33%) of the time.
The difference in ROUGE-L Recall means for SORT-BASE, PIBOSO-BASE and BOTH-BASE,
are given in Table 4-6, along with the p-values of paired t-tests examining these differences. As
is seen in the p-values shown in this table, there is insufficient evidence to state that there is any
statistically significant difference.
We further investigate the performance of our sentence re-ranking strategies over the subset of 26
documents by calculating the number of times each BASE strategy does better than the other in
order to get a clearer insight on the performance of each of the strategies in terms of the ROUGEL Recall scores. Table 4-10 details the frequency of improvement in ROUGE scores between
BASE and our sentence re-ranking strategies. For documents where have ROUGE values exactly
the same for two or more strategies, we observe that such cases occur because the summary
sentences selected in one strategy may sometimes not be the same sentence selected in another
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strategy, but they may have the same distribution of lexical content value(i.e.; they use the same
words) and therefore are the same as far as ROUGE for evaluation is concerned.
Table 4-10: frequency BASE strategy performing better than equally and lesser than our
sentence re-ranking strategies
scenarios

SORT

IF ROUGE score 5
value is exactly the
same
as
BASE
ROUGE value
IF ROUGE score 12
value
>
BASE
ROUGE score value
IF ROUGE score 8
value
<
BASE
ROUGE score value

PIBOSO

BOTH

7

9

12

8

6

8

We also investigate the performance of our sentence re-ranking strategies over the subset of 26
documents by calculating the number of times each strategy does better than the other in order to
get a clearer insight on the performance of each of the strategies in terms of the ROUGE-L Recall
scores.
Table 4-11 details the frequency of improvements in ROUGE scores between each of our sentence
re-ranking strategies.
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Table 4-11: frequency one strategy performing better than the other
scenarios

SORT

PIBOSO

BOTH

IF ROUGE score
value is exactly the
same as PIBOSO
ROUGE score value
IF ROUGE score
value > PIBOSO
ROUGE score value
IF ROUGE score
value < PIBOSO
ROUGE score value
IF ROUGE score
value is exactly the
same as SORT
ROUGE score value
IF ROUGE score
value > SORT value
IF ROUGE score
value
<
SORT
ROUGE score value

6

N/A

7

10

N/A

11

9

N/A

8

N/A

N/A

9

N/A

N/A

10

N/A

N/A

7

According to results recorded in Table 4-11, we observe again the same deductions from Table
4-7 that there is not enough evidence to claim any significant changers among each of the sentence
re-ranking strategies over the subset of 26 documents.

Exploration of Behaviour in Example Documents

4.6

In order to better understand what is happening, we will examine exactly what the various
strategies did in a set of example documents. Referring to Table 4-6, we can see some documents
that are likely worth inspecting in greater detail:
•

10925761: this document deserves attention because it scores 0 in all ROUGE-L Recall
scores for all experimental strategies, including BASE.

•

14584010: this document is interesting as the increase in performance of the BOTH
strategy (0.029) is the same as the decrease in performance of the PIBOSO strategy, while
the SORT strategy has the same score as the BASE strategy.

•

9565411: this document is interesting as all strategies achieve the same ROUGE-L Recall
score, in spite of having an overlap value of 2.
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•

11722961: this document, the worst performing in our selected set, has identical metrics
for SORT and PIBOSO, but with different sentences.

•

8607590: this document is the best performing in the selected set and is interesting as all
experimental strategies have large improvements with different sentences chosen.

These documents will now be explored in detail.

4.6.1

Document 10925761

This document has a score of zero for all ROUGE-L scores, not only Recall, but also Precision
(and therefore F-measure). The 15-sentence source abstract is shown in Table 4-12.
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Table 4-12: Source abstract for document 10925761
Sentence Sentence
number
1
To describe an organized diagnostic approach for both
nonscarring and scarring alopecias to help family physicians
establish an accurate in-office diagnosis
2
To explain when ancillary laboratory workup is necessary to
confirm the diagnosis
3
Current diagnostic and therapeutic interventions for hair loss
are based on randomized controlled studies, uncontrolled
studies, and case series
4
MEDLINE was searched from January 1966 to December 1998
with the MeSH words alopecia, hair, and alopecia areata
5
Articles were selected on the basis of experimental design, with
priority given to the most current large multicentre controlled
studies
6
Overall global evidence for therapeutic intervention for hair
loss is quite strong
7
The most common forms of nonscarring alopecias are
androgenic alopecia, telogen effluvium, and alopecia areata||
8
Other disorders include trichotillomania, traction alopecia, tinea
capitis, and hair shaft abnormalities
9
Scarring alopecia is caused by trauma, infections, discoid lupus
erythematosus, or lichen planus
10
Key to establishing an accurate diagnosis is a detailed history,
including medication use, systemic illnesses, endocrine
dysfunction, hair-care practices, and family history
11
All hair-bearing sites should be examined
12
A 4-mm punch biopsy of the scalp is useful, particularly to
diagnose scarring alopecias
13
Once a diagnosis has been established, specific therapy can be
initiated
14
Diagnosis and management of hair loss is an interesting
challenge for family physicians
15
An organized approach to recognizing characteristic differential
features of hair loss disorders is key to diagnosis and
management
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PIBOSO

SORT

background B
background A
other

A

other

A

study

B

other

B

other

C

other

none

other

B

outcome

A

outcome
outcome

none
A

outcome

C

outcome

A

outcome

B

Gold standard
Check free testosterone, androstenedione, and dehydroepiandrosterone if virilizing signs
are present, to assess hyperandrogenism.
As even an untrained observer can see, the single sentence in the gold standard summary does not
have any words in common with the sentence in the document being summarized. This can occur
because the gold standard summary is generated by a subject matter expert asked to use their own
expertise to summarize the content of the document, but with no restriction to use the same
sentences.
In this case, they have chosen to do so by presenting this single description of an activity that
(presumably) captures the same information as in the abstract, but in different words.
In the sense that this is a summary of the same material, it is a “fair” summary, however it is clear
that no strategy based on selecting sentences from the source abstract is ever going to get a result
that matches the gold standard in this case.
4.6.2

Document 9565411

In this document, it is surprising that different sentence choices did not result in a different
ROUGE-L Recall score. The 11-sentence source abstract is shown in Table 4-13.
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Table 4-13: Source abstract for document 9565411
Sentence Sentence
number
1
Although breastfeeding is associated with lower rates of a variety
of infant illnesses, skeptics have suggested that much of the
association is attributable to confounding, even after appropriate
statistical adjustment
2
This article utilizes a novel design to investigate changes in infant
illness at the community level after a successful breastfeeding
promotion program
3
In this population-based cohort study, the medical records of all
infants born in one Navajo community the year before a
breastfeeding promotion program (n = 977) and the year during
the intervention (n = 858) were reviewed
4
Outcomes assessed include changes after the intervention in:
proportion breastfeeding and/or breastfeeding exclusively;
incidence of common infant illnesses in the first year of life; and
feeding-group specific incidence of illness
5
The proportion of women breastfeeding exclusively for any
period of time increased from 16.4% to 54.6% after the
intervention
6
The percent of children having pneumonia and gastroenteritis
declined 32. 2% and 14.6%, respectively, after the intervention
7
Feeding-group specific rates of these illnesses were unchanged,
indicating that the decline observed was attributable to the
increased proportion of infants breastfeeding
8
In contrast, rates of croup and bronchiolitis increased after the
intervention among those fed formula from birth, suggesting a
viral epidemic which was limited to those never exclusively
breastfed
9
Finally, sepsis declined in both formula-fed and breastfed infants
after the intervention, suggesting that other factors affected this
illness outcome after the intervention
10
Increasing the proportion of exclusively breastfed infants seems
to be an effective means of reducing infant illness at the
community level
11
The experimental design suggests that the increased incidence of
illness among minimally breastfed infants is causally related to
lack of breast milk, rather than being attributable to confounding
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PIBOSO

SORT

background

A

study

B

outcome

A

outcome

A

outcome

B

outcome

A

outcome

A

Outcome

none

outcome

C

Outcome

A

outcome

A

Gold standard
Breastfeeding has been associated with decreased overall rates of diarrhea in infants in
developed countries.
For this document, the BASE strategy selected sentences
•

1 (Background, A),

•

3 (outcome, A) and

•

11 (outcome, A).

The PIBOSO strategy selected (asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the BASE
strategy):
•

1 * (Background, A),

•

2 (study, B) and

•

3 * (outcome, A).

The SORT strategy selected:
•

1 * (background, A),

•

3 * (outcome, A),

•

4 (outcome, A).

The BOTH strategy selected:
•

1 * (background, A),

•

2 (study, B),

•

3 * (outcome, A) were selected.

Sentences 1 and 3 are common throughout. Sentence 2 is chosen instead of sentence 11 by
PIBOSO and BOTH strategies, while SORT prefers the category A sentence 4.
The ROUGE-L recall scores for these four sentences are as follows:
•

Sentence 1: 0.3

•

Sentence 2: 0.2

•

Sentence 3: 0.2

•

Sentence 4: 0.2

•

Sentence 11: 0.2

We see that in all strategies, most of the sentences we selected were of our SORT priority type A.
We observe that the SORT strategy selected “other” PIBOSO element, which were of SORT type
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A as a preference. We see that the BOTH strategy bridges the efforts of SORT and PIBOSO in
selecting sentences, which present evidence artefacts and are of preferred SORT Grades.
From a closer look at the sentences, we deduce that being we evaluate our summaries against the
gold standard using ROUGE which works by evaluating lexical overlaps, there were only 3 words
from the gold standard which are “breastfeeding”, “associated” and “infants” which appear in the
source abstracts from which the summary sentences were selected in each sentence ranking
strategy. The word “breastfeeding” and “infant” appears a couple times and even if all 3 sentences
selected in any of our strategy summaries contained the word “breastfeeding” and/or “infant”, it
did not lead to an increase in ROUGE scores as it checked for the similarity of the word previously
scored for overlap with the word it encounters for the presence of an overlap. This is because
ROUGE will look at unique type lexical overlaps. Since only 3 words from the gold standard
appeared in the source abstracts, therefore, we stood no chance of generating any difference in
ROUGE scores, since our summary sentences are extracted by sentence selection.
4.6.3

Document 14584010

We select this document because we noticed that we had zero overlaps in summary sentences
across SORT, PIBOSO and BOTH with BASE system summaries and yet we had the same
ROUGE score for SORT and BASE, a slight drop in PIBOSO when compared to BASE and a .03
improvement in BOTH compared to BASE. The 40-sentence source abstract for this document
can be found in APPENDIX 4.
Gold standard
Data from trials that enrolled either asymptomatic elderly patients or patients with mild cognitive
impairment don't support the use of donepezil, ginkgo biloba, NSAIDs, COX-2 inhibitors, vitamin
E, vitamin B6, vitamin B12, statins, hormone replacement therapy, or omega-3 fatty acids to delay
progression to dementia.

For this document, the BASE strategy selected sentences
•

30(intervention, A),

•

38(outcome, B) and

•

39 (outcome, C).
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The PIBOSO strategy selected:
•

23(population, B),

•

24 (study, B) and

•

37 (outcome, B).

The SORT strategy selected:
•

1 (background, A),

•

3 (background, A),

•

4 (background, A).

The BOTH strategy selected (asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the PIBOSO
strategy):
•

24 *(study, B),

•

29 (population, A)

•

40 (outcome, A) were selected.

Sentence 24 is common with PIBOSO and BOTH. All other sentences selected are unique for all
strategies.
The ROUGE-L Recall scores for these four sentences are as follows:
•

Sentence 1: 0.03

•

Sentence 3: 0.12

•

Sentence 4: 0.12

•

Sentence 23: 0.09

•

Sentence 24: 0.1

•

Sentence 29: 0.02

•

Sentence 30: 0.03

•

Sentence 37: 0.11

•

Sentence 38: 0.15

•

Sentence 39: 0.12

•

Sentence 40: 0.13

We see that in all strategies, the lowest SORT grade priority for our sentences selected were of
type “none” and we also realize that the BASE system strategy selected SORT type “C”. We
realize that the sentences selected in SORT even though they were all PIBOSO element
“background” sentences, they carried as much importance as those selected in the “BASE” system.
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Looking at the PIBOSO ROUGE score, which performed the lowest, we see that although we were
able to achieve coverage in terms of information expected to be seen, their relevance to the gold
standard was not as high. We also see only one common sentence selected between PIBOSO and
BOTH strategy which is sentence “24”.
We also deduce according to Table 4-6 that for this document, BASE did better than PIBOSO by
a certain fraction and BOTH did better than BASE by the same exact fraction. This tells us that
the BOTH strategy performance is bridged to perform slightly better than all other strategies,
including BASE, due to the efforts of the SORT strategy in selecting sentences to cover evidence
artefacts identifiable by PIBOSO and of preferred SORT grade as we expect in our summary
generated. Although BOTH perform better, this performance is not exactly significant for this
document as the difference is only by .03.
4.6.4

Document 11722961

This is the case where our experimental strategies did the worst. As in this document the BASE
strategy performance is quite strong (0.65), it is important to examine what has happened. The 12sentence source abstract is shown in Table 4-14.
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Table 4-14: Source abstract for document 11722961
Sentence Sentence
number
1
Standard therapy for anemia in infants is ferrous sulfate drops
administered 3 times/d
2
Adherence to treatment, however, is often poor.
3
One likely reason for poor adherence is the unpleasant side
effects associated with drops
4
The objective was to evaluate the use of a new form of iron and a
delivery system to treat anemia in infants that is likely to produce
better adherence to treatment
5
Using a prospective, randomized, controlled design, we studied
557 anemic children aged 6-18 mo (hemoglobin: 70-99 g/L) in
rural Ghana
6
One group received a daily sachet of microencapsulated ferrous
fumarate (80 mg elemental Fe) in powder form plus ascorbic acid
to be sprinkled onto any complementary food eaten (sprinkles
group); a control group received ferrous sulfate drops 3 times/d
for 2 mo (total dose: 40 mg elemental Fe
7
Hemoglobin and serum ferritin concentrations were measured at
baseline and at the end of treatment
8
Successful treatment of anemia (hemoglobin &gt; 100 g/L)
occurred in 58% of the sprinkles group and in 56% of the drops
group, with minimal side effects in both groups
9
Geometric mean ferritin concentrations increased significantly in
each group from baseline to the end of treatment (P &lt; 0.001
10
Use of ferrous sulfate drops or a single daily dose of
microencapsulated ferrous fumarate sprinkles plus ascorbic acid
resulted in a similar rate of successful treatment of anemia
without side effects
11
To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the use of
microencapsulated iron sprinkles to treat anemia
12
Improved ease of use may favor the use of sprinkles to deliver
iron

PIBOSO

SORT

background

C

background
background

A
A

other

A

study

A

other

C

outcome

C

Outcome

none

other

none

Outcome

A

outcome

none

outcome

A

Gold standard
A study demonstrated that iron sulfate drops (40 mg elemental iron divided 3 times a day) or a
single daily dose of microencapsulated ferrous fumarate sprinkles (80 mg elemental iron) plus
ascorbic acid resulted in a similar rate of successful treatment of anemia without side effects.
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For this document, the BASE strategy selected sentences
•

1 background, C),

•

10(outcome, A) and

•

11(outcome, none).

The PIBOSO strategy selected (asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the BASE
strategy):
•

*1(background, C)

•

4(study, A) and

•

7(outcome, C)).

The SORT strategy selected asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the SORT
strategy):
•

2 (background, A),

•

3 (background, A),

•

4 *(other, A).

The BOTH strategy selected (asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the SORT
strategy):
•

*2 (background, A),

•

5(study, A),

•

9 (other, none) were selected.

Sentence 1 is common with PIBOSO and BASE strategy, Sentence 4 is common for PIBOSO and
SORT strategy and Sentence 2 is common for PIBOSO and BOTH strategy. All other sentences
selected are unique for all strategies.
The ROUGE-L Recall scores for these four sentences are as follows:
•

Sentence 1: 0.1

•

Sentence 2: 0.03

•

Sentence 3: 0.03

•

Sentence 4: 0.1

•

Sentence 5: 0.07

•

Sentence 7: 0.03

•

Sentence 9: 0.07

•

Sentence 10: 0.65
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•

Sentence 11: 0.13

Sentence 1 is common to the BASE and PIBOSO strategies. Sentence 4 is common to PIBOSO
and SORT and sentence 2 is common to PIBOSO and BOTH strategies.
We see that in all strategies, the lowest SORT grade priority sentence selected were of type “none”
which occurred in the BASE and BOTH strategies. We also observe that the PIBOSO summary
sentences overlap with the BASE system summary by 1 sentence, which is PIBOSO element
“background “sentence of type “C”. This sentence from indications in its ROUGE score does not
contribute much to the ROUGE score, which explain why we can barely see its effect in PIBOSO
summary. The reason for the same ROUGE score in SORT and PIBOSO is as a result of the
sentence 4, which they both select being that it contained some lexical overlap with the gold
standard summary. The varying qualities in each of the strategies, leads us to deduce that
misclassifications of SORT sentences are clearly evident and is likely the reason for why a
PIBOSO element “background” and “outcome” sentences selected in BASE strategy are of least
priority SORT grade type and sentences of slightly higher priority SORT grade type for our
sentence selection do not have better ROUGE scores on average.
This also tells us that the SORT misclassifications from our results reported in Table 3-12 could
again have led to an effect in ROUGE scores and should be revised. This assumption would need
to be investigated further in future work. Within the context of our thesis, we deduce that in this
case, the BASE system appears to have selected better sentences than any of our strategies.

4.6.5

Document 8607590

Here the BASE system did a terrible job at selecting summary sentences similar to the gold
standard, and all of our experimental strategies did much better. Here we will examine how our
sentence re-ranking strategies did better and why. The 12-sentence source abstract is shown in
Table 4-15.
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Table 4-15: source abstract for document 8607590
Sentence Sentence
number
1
Dietary protein has long been thought to play a role in the
progression of chronic renal disease, but clinical trials to date have
not consistently shown that dietary protein restriction is beneficial
2
To use meta-analysis to assess the efficacy of dietary protein
restriction in previously published studies of diabetic and
nondiabetic renal diseases, including the recently completed
Modification of Diet in Renal Disease Study. DATA SOURCES|
3
The English-language medical literature published from January
1966 through December 1994 was searched for studies examining
the effect of low-protein diets in humans with chronic renal disease
4
A total of 1413 patients in five studies on nondiabetic renal disease
(mean length of follow-up, 18 to 36 months) and 108 patients in
five studies of type I diabetes mellitus (mean length of follow-up,
9 to 35 months) were included
5
Randomized, controlled studies were selected for nondiabetic renal
disease; randomized, controlled studies or time-controlled studies
with nonrandomized crossover design were selected for diabetic
nephropathy
6
Data in tables, figures, or text were independently extracted by two
of the authors
7
The relative risk for progression of renal disease in patients
receiving a low-protein diet compared with patients receiving a
usual-protein diet was calculated by using a random-effects model
8
In five studies of nondiabetic renal disease, a low-protein diet
significantly reduced the risk for renal failure or death (relative
risk, 0.67 [95% Cl, 0.50 to 0.89
9
In five studies of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, a lowprotein diet significantly slowed the increase in urinary albumin
level or the decline in glomerular filtration rate or creatinine
clearance (relative risk, 0.56 [Cl, 0.40 to 0.77
10
Tests for heterogeneity showed no significant differences in
relative risk among studies of either diabetic or nondiabetic renal
disease
11
No significant differences were seen between diet groups in pooled
mean arterial blood pressure (diabetic and nondiabetic patients) or
glycosylated hemoglobin level (diabetic patients only
12
Dietary protein restriction effectively slows the progression of both
diabetic and nondiabetic renal diseases
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PIBOSO

SORT

background

none

other

C

other

C

other

A

study

A

other

none

outcome

A

Outcome

none

outcome

C

Outcome

B

outcome

A

outcome

none

Gold standard
A meta-analysis of RCTs in patients with non-diabetic renal disease and RCTs or time-controlled
studies with nonrandomized crossover design in patients with diabetic nephropathy revealed that
dietary protein restriction effectively slows the progression of both diabetic and non-diabetic renal
disease.

For this document, the BASE strategy selected sentences
•

6 (outcome, A),

•

8 (outcome, none) and

•

11 (outcome, A).

The PIBOSO strategy selected:
•

1 (Background, none),

•

5 (study, A) and

•

7 (outcome, A).

The SORT strategy selected (asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the PIBOSO
strategy):
•

4 (other, A),

•

*5 (study, A),

•

*7 (outcome, A).

The BOTH strategy selected (asterisk “*” indicates an overlapping sentence with the PIBOSO
AND SORT strategy):
•

2 (background, A),

•

5* (study, B),

•

7 *(outcome, A) were selected.

Sentences 5 AND 7 are common TO PIBOSO, SORT AND BOTH STRATEGY. All other
sentences are unique in all strategies. We can see that its evident, there are no overlaps with the
BASE strategy.
The ROUGE-L Recall scores for these four sentences are as follows:
•

Sentence 1: 0.24

•

Sentence 2: 0.43

•

Sentence 4: 0.14

•

Sentence 5: 0.48
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•

Sentence 6: 0

•

Sentence 7: 0.19

•

Sentence 8: 0.1

•

Sentence 11: 0.1

We see that in all strategies, the lowest SORT grade priority sentences selected were of type “none”
which occurred in the BASE and PIBOSO strategy. We also observe that the PIBOSO, SORT and
BOTH summary sentences all overlap by 2 sentences, where SORT picked a PIBOSO element
“other” sentence of a SORT type A as a unique sentence, PIBOSO picked a PIBOSO element
“background” sentence with a low SORT grade priority sentence of type “none” and BOTH picked
a PIBOSO element “background” sentence of type “A”. We see from Table 4-6 that PIBOSO does
insignificantly better than SORT, and BOTH insignificantly less than SORT or in terms of the
ROUGE scores. We believe that misclassifications of SORT sentences are clearly evident and is
likely the reason why a PIBOSO element “background” sentence selected in PIBOSO which is of
a low SORT grade priority type and a PIBOSO element “background” sentence selected in BOTH
strategy which is of high SORT grade priority type does not increase the ROUGE scores either
when we compare against PIBOSO and SORT ROUGE scores. This type of SORT classification
instances will be investigated in future work. We also realize that the SORT strategy selects a
PIBOSO element “other” sentence of a SORT type “A” which is high priority. We did not observe
insignificant lexical overlaps between the gold standard summary and any of the summary
sentences in each of our sentence re-ranking strategies.
We deduce that in this case, our strategies appear to select better sentences than the BASE system.

4.7

Discussion

The novel strategy of combining SORT and PIBOSO information to change Sarker's (2014)
ranking scheme has not yielded a significant improvement in ROUGE-L Recall scores, in spite of
the understanding that identifying sentences of these SORT and PIBOSO types was expected to
yield an improvement in the score.
There are a number of reasons why this may be the case. These reasons are explored in the rest of
this chapter.
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4.7.1

Overall weakness of ROUGE-L scores on this data set

The mean ROUGE-L Recall score was not high for any of the strategies, being 0.22 for BASE,
0.20 for SORT, 0.18 for PIBOSO, and 0.20 for BOTH. Given such low scores and the evidence
of documents such as 10925761 (in which there were 0 scores across the board), it may be the case
that it is simply not possible to create three-sentence summaries that score highly on many of these
documents.
4.7.2

SORT classifier labelling

As we achieved only 74% accuracy on SORT category classification on the training data, we
should expect no higher on the data from our EMB summarizer corpus. This then implies that a
quarter of our SORT labels are likely to be incorrect, which will hamper our SORT and BOTH
schemes in selecting true SORT category “A” sentences.

4.8 Summary
This chapter presented the following findings:
•

No significant improvement was shown for any of SORT, PIBOSO or BOTH strategies
over BASE strategies in the large document corpus. In fact, the mean ROUGE-L Recall
performances for all of our re-ranking strategies were lower than the BASE performance.

•

The PIBOSO strategy was found to be significantly higher performing than the SORT
strategy.

•

The BOTH strategy was significantly better than SORT, and in some cases, PIBOSO.

•

When examined in a rich subset of documents in which the preferred information used by
our novel schemes was ensured to be present, there still was no significant improvement.

•

Analysis of these 26 selected documents brought to light a number of interesting pieces of
evidence explaining the lack of significant improvement, including:
o Documents for which there is no ability to generate a good summary by sentence
selection.
o Documents in which only a few sentences have any substantial ROUGE-L Recall
score.
o Documents in which our preferred sentences score poorly in ROUGE-L Recall
because of word choice relative to the gold standard.
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o Documents in which our preferred sentences score way better in ROUGE-L Recall
because of word choice relative to the gold standard.
o Documents of the type we expected would be common, in which the ROUGE-L
Recall score is improved greatly.
Overall, the relationship between the source documents and the gold standard summaries provided
was shown to be complex as we observe that our sentence re-ranking strategies do better in some
instance than the BASE strategy and in other instances, the BASE strategy does better than our
sentence re-ranking strategies
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5 Conclusion, Limitations and Future work
In this thesis, we introduced three category information driven sentence re-ranking strategies for
single document text summarization. Our research was motivated by how much of an impact
category information could have on the generation of informative and quality evidence expressing
summaries. Since the BASE system which our work is based on attempts to generate informative
summaries to support evidence-based medicine, our research was mainly motivated by achieving
better ROUGE scores (used to evaluate the quality of machine- generated summaries) than the
BASE system using our proposed strategies. The resulting system can be helpful for medical
practitioners who are required to rely on research evidence for timely decision-making in order to
improve health care in the long run.
In exploring domain category information for sentence re-ranking, we analysed the EBM
summarizer corpus used in Sarker's (2014) work in conjunction with the gold standard summaries
from (Mollá & Santiago-Martínez, 2012) corpus.
Potential improvements were made through re-rankings of sentences based on the Sarker's (2014)
system using PIBOSO information already available from Sarker's (2014) corpus and using SORT
information we generated by a new classifier trained on SORT labelled sentences in Mollá &
Santiago-Martínez's (2012) corpus.

5.1 Thesis Contribution
We applied text classification to evidence grading of sentences by training a classifier on the SORT
training data so that we can predict the evidence strengths of every sentence from source abstracts
of our Input Summarizer Corpus. This is done by considering highly predictive, informative and
discriminative words and phrases for each of the four categories of SORT grades for measuring
evidence. These SORT evidence-grading annotations were then used as category information in
our SORT sentence re-ranking strategies for single document summary generation.
The key contribution in this thesis is the exploration and use of SORT, PIBOSO and BOTH
(mutual inclusion of SORT and PIBOSO) sentence re-ranking strategies for summary generation.
These sentence re-rankings are data-driven, rather than intuition oriented.
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While a consistent and significant performance improvement relative to the BASE system was not
found, significant differences were found between the different experimental strategies, and
various reasons for the observed performance were discussed in chapter 4.
In the following subsections, we revisit the main characteristics of the work described in this thesis.
A Model for Grading the SORT Level of Evidence Expressing Sentences
In our SORT training corpus, each evidence-based sentence is associated with a SORT grade level
(either A, B C or none) indicating its evidence strength. To automatically predict these grades for
the source sentences in our EBM Summarizer corpus, our first task was to identify important
features that influence the qualities of evidence. This is done by extracting informative,
discriminative and with the most predictive terms or phrases for each SORT category (either A, B
C or none).
We then applied supervised machine learning techniques with the extracted and expanded phrasal
and word features to perform the grading task. The best classifier based on SVM obtained an
accuracy of approximately 74% with the performance measured by its ability to generate correct
labels through cross validation on the labelled data.
Results suggest that there is room for more research and improvement to be done with regards to
feature generation and its incorporation towards SORT grading of evidence-expressing sentences
through classification.
Experimentation of sentence re-ranking strategies for content Selection towards generating
single document summaries
We applied a simple, data-driven sentence re-ranking and extraction model for the summarization
task, where the category information annotated sentences in our EBM summarizer corpus are used
to change the rankings of sentences in Sarker's (2014) baseline system (BASE) for summary
generation. We compared the use of several different sentence re-ranking and selection strategies
on the EBM summarizer corpus for summary generation. The ROUGE-L Recall scores measure
the quality and coverage of the summaries.
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Evaluations were performed on the 2,294 document summaries generated from the EBM
Summarizer corpus, but the analyses of the ROUGE-L scores in terms of paired one-tailed t-tests,
sentence overlaps, and counts in increments and decrements between our sentence re-ranking
strategies and the baseline system (BASE) did not show significant improvements of our reranking strategies. To examine the results further, we performed filtering on the given documents
based on the summary coverage of SORT and PIBOSO category information, resulting in a subset
of 26 selected documents. For this subset, however, analyses performed on the ROUGE-L scores
gave us complex results of insignificant differences using the paired one-tailed t-tests, sentence
overlaps, counts in increments and decrements between our re-ranking strategies and the baseline
system. We then carefully selected documents with unusual variations in performance among all
sentence re-ranking strategies. We found that our strategies worked best in some scenarios but for
a few scenarios they performed worse than the baseline system (BASE) on the basis of coverage
and lexical overlaps with gold standard summaries.

5.2
•

Future Work

Adoption of a back-off strategy in which sentence selection algorithm is rolled back to a different
sentence ranking strategy other than Sarker's (2014) baseline system ranking strategy; we assume
this may potentially produce better results. Future work could allow us to gain a better
understanding of the strengths of the PIBOSO, SORT and BOTH re-ranking strategies.

•

In our SORT categorizations of sentences for the source abstracts, we extracted informative,
discriminative and predictive important phrases and words as features to determine the evidence
strength of sentences categorized into the 4 SORT grades. Future work would explore feature
generation by employing the use common-sense and domain-specific knowledge as well as
knowledge type markers to enrich the bag of words with new, more informative and discriminating
features as well as the incorporation of these features into classification and prediction of SORT
grades in sentences in the Summarizer Input Corpus (Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2007; Thompson
et al., 2008). This is to ensure SORT grading of sentences follows evidence-based medicine
standards.

•

Reeve et al., (2007) in their work document the potential benefits of producing summaries from
full-text documents even when they provide abstracts. According to Moradi & Ghadiri (2018),the
potential benefits of producing summaries from full documents include “1) there are variants of
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an ideal summary in addition to the abstract, 2) some content of the full-text may be missed in the
abstract, 3) customized summaries are useful in question answering systems, 4) automatic
summaries allow abstract services to scale the number of documents they can evaluate, and 5)
assessing the quality of sentence selection methods can be helpful in development of multidocument summarization systems”. Future work looks to consider the exploration of the
generation of summaries from full documents instead of source abstracts as used in our work and
in Sarker's (2014) work by attempting to develop a specialized corpus like the EBM summarizer
corpus made up of text from full documents and not abstracts.
•

Future work could also explore the features and factors humans consider when generating
summaries, and the ways by which machines, which generate summaries, can be made more robust
to handle larger sources without losing out on main ideas.

•

If summarization of evidence-based medical text is a hard task, evaluating the summaries in this
domain is even harder. A summarization system for EBM should be capable of extracting evidence
from medical articles and additionally assess the grade of the evidence. The evaluation should be
able to determine if the evidence is correctly extracted and also if the extracted information
correctly answers the practitioner’s concern or need. For the automatic evaluation of summaries
within the medical domain based on scientific documents, approaches such as ROUGE which rely
solely on lexical overlaps between terms and phrases (Goharian, 2016; Cohan, 2019) in the
sentences are ineffective as they fail in cases of terminology variations and paraphrasing (Kanapala
et al., 2019). Goharian (2016; 2019) in their research demonstrated that ROUGE is not the best
metric for scientific summarization tasks, and they proposed an alternative metric for evaluation
of scientific summarization. The proposed alternative metric, Summarization Evaluation by
Relevance Analysis (SERA) showed much higher and more consistent correlations with manual
judgments in comparison with the well-established ROUGE, and an obvious extension of this work
is the use of their metric in the place of ROUGE (Goharian, 2016: Cohan, 2019).

•

Following the steps of the work by Zhang et al (2013) and Teufel & Moens (2002) which provides
a measure of summary coherency, we look to provide a valuable assessment for coherency of all
the summaries made in all of our strategies in future work.

•

We could also explore multi-dimensional categorization of sentences in scientific abstracts based
on domain category taxonomies or structures in sentences within source abstracts as studies have
shown that certain scientific sentences tend to have more than one element information included
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in them (Shatkay et al., 2008). For instance, the multi-dimensional categorization of sentences
from the EBM Summarizer Input Corpus into PIBOSO element to identify scientific evidence
artefacts in future work would differ from the existing PIBOSO categorization because each
sentence could be possibly categorized into 2 elements depending on the identifiable dimensional
that could change midway in the fragment(s) of the sentences. The impact would be evaluated in
its contribution to the generation of more informative medical text summaries in future work.

5.3 Final Words
This thesis described computational models for the core aspects of the use of category information
toward text summarization. Our research identified the key tasks associated with the evidence
expressing summary generation and followed through on two crucial tasks: automatic appraisal of
evidence-expressing sentences and sentence re-ranking and selection.
The lack of statistical significance in many of the results found in the performance between each
of our sentence re-ranking strategies and in each of their comparison to the BASE system strategy
explored in our work does not decrease their value. We have learned a lot about the summarization
task and have meaningfully advanced the understanding of selecting documents based on SORT
and PIBOSO information, and how and whether a ROUGE-L Recall-based analysis provides a
meaningful measure of success.
The new insights gained from this research therefore take us closer to an upgrade to the generation
of evidence-based medical text summaries by adopting category-guided information for
summary generation.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: Sample record from the EBM summarizer
<record id="1853">
<url>http://www.jfponline.com/Pages.asp?AID=1853&amp;issue=January_2005&am
p;UID=</url>
<question>Does neonatal circumcision decrease morbidity?</question>
<answer>
<snip id="1">
<sniptext>Evidence suggests that neonatal circumcision
decreases the incidence of childhood urinary tract infections, phimosis, paraphimosis,
balanitis and other genital dermatoses, invasive penile cancer, and the sexually transmitted
diseases human papilloma virus (HPV) and HIV.</sniptext>
<sor type="B">based on case control and cohort studies</sor>
<long id="1_5">
<longtext>In a series of 89 men with penile cancer, only
2 had been circumcised in infancy, while 87 were uncircumcised.</longtext>
<ref id="10724196"
abstract="Abstracts/10724196.xml">Mallon E, Hawkins D, Dinneen M, et al. Circumcision
and genital dermatoses. Arch Dermatol 2000; 136: 350-354.</ref>
</long>
<long id="1_4">
from
casesummarizer
series supports
the
APPENDIX 2: Sample Abstract text <longtext>Evidence
of a document in the
EBM
corpus
protective effect of circumcision on the rates of penile cancer. A review of 592 cases of penile
cancer revealed that none of those affected had been circumcised in infancy.</longtext>
<abstracttext>
<ref id="11732129"
A
randomised
controlled
trial
was
carried SE,
out to
compare
the clinical
outcome 5Pediatr
years
abstract="Abstracts/11732129.xml">Lerman
Liao
JC. Neonatal
circumcision.
after
inpatient
and1539-557.</ref>
outpatient injection/compression sclerotherapy. 91.3% of those
Clin North
Amsurgery
2001; 48:
originally treated by injection/compression
sclerotherapy and 93.9% of those originally
</long>
treated surgically were seen at<long
follow-up.
40% of patients treated initially by
id="1_3">
injection/compression sclerotherapy and
24.2%
of those
treatedcontrolled
surgically trial
wereofgiven further
<longtext>A
randomized
treatment.
Thefor
probability
of having
is significantly
greater
those
circumcision
UTI prevention
wasno
notfurther
duringtreatment
the neonatal
period (average
agefor
was
30
treated
surgically.
The
improved
outcome
after
surgery
increased
with
age,
being
most
months) and focused on secondary prevention. It demonstrated a statistically significant
striking
aged
45. TheThe
implications
the 5-year
follow-up
findings
for the and
decreaseininthose
the rate
of over
bacteriuria.
long-termofeffect
on UTI
incidence,
renal scarring,
long-term
of treatmentsuch
are discussed.
subsequentcost
complications
as hypertension and end-stage renal disease is
</abstracttext>
unknown.</longtext>
</abstract>
<ref id="11793114"
abstract="Abstracts/11793114.xml">Nayir A. Circumcision for the prevention of significant
bacteriuria in boys. Pediatr Nephrol 2001; 16: 1129-1134. Erratum in: Pediatr Nephrol. 2002;
17: 307.</ref>
</long>
<long id="1_2">
<longtext>The number of male infants that need to be
circumcised to prevent 1 UTI is estimated to be between 44 and 100.</longtext>
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<ref id="1853_2_NOT_FOUND"
abstract="Abstracts/NO_ABSTRACT">Sethi N, Schwierling K, Kim J, et al. Newborn
circumcision and urinary tract infections. Pediatrics 2001; 107: 212.</ref>
<ref id="10617731"

APPENDIX 3: Normality test of the distribution of 26 documents ROUGE scores
evaluated using Shapiro-Wilk
df

Sig.

BASE

27

.002

SORT

27

.011

PIBOSO

27

.003

BOTH

27

.004

APPENDIX 4: Source abstract for document 14584010
Sentence Sentence
number
1
Micronutrient status can affect cognitive function at all ages
2
Vitamin deficiencies could influence memory function and might
contribute to age-associated cognitive impairment and dementia
3
Vitamin B6, comprising three chemically distinct compounds
pyridoxal, pyridoxamine, and pyridoxine, is involved in the
regulation of mental function and mood
4
Vitamin B6 is also an essential homocysteine re-methylation
cofactor, and deficiency is associated with increase in blood
homocysteine levels
5
Homocysteine is a risk factor for cerebrovascular disease and
may also have directly toxic effects on neurons of the central
nervous system
6
Neuropsychiatric disorders including seizures, migraine, chronic
pain and depression have been linked to vitamin B6 deficiency
7
Epidemiological studies indicate that poor vitamin B6 status is
common among older people
8
Hyperhomocysteinaemia has been suggested as a cause or
mechanism in the development Alzheimer's disease and other
forms of dementia
9
Supplementation with B vitamins including vitamin B6 has been
shown to reduce blood homocysteine levels
10
To assess the efficacy of vitamin B6 supplementation in reducing
the risk of developing cognitive impairment by older healthy
people, or improving cognitive functioning of people with
cognitive decline and dementia, whether or not vitamin B6
deficiency has been diagnosed || background
11
The Specialized Register of the Cochrane Dementia and
Cognitive Improvement Group was searched on 20 May 2003
using the terms: vitamin B6, pyridoxine, pyridoxamine, pyridoxal
12
For relevant trials on healthy elderly people MEDLINE,
EMBASE and CENTRAL were searched using the previously
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PIBOSO

SORT

background
background

A
none

background

A

background

A

background

A

background

A

background

none

background

none

other

B

background

B

other

A

other

A

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

mentioned terms as well as the term cognit * SELECTION
CRITERIA
All unconfounded, double-blind randomized controlled trials in
which the intervention with vitamin B6 was compared with
placebo for healthy older people or people with cognitive decline
or dementia
The primary outcome of interest was the efficacy of vitamin B6
supplementation on cognitive function
The two reviewers independently evaluated all studies identified
as possibly meeting the criteria for inclusion
One reviewer independently extracted the data
Studies were rated for their overall quality
The weighted mean differences between treatment and placebo
groups, with 95% confidence intervals, were calculated for each
outcome
Review Manager version 4.2 was used to analyse the variance
No trials of vitamin B6 involving people with cognitive
impairment or dementia were found
The two trials included in the review (Bryan 2002; Deijen 1992)
used a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled design and
involved 109 healthy older people
One trial restricted enrolment to women and the other to men
Vitamin B6 supplementation and healthy older women: Bryan
2002 enrolled 211 healthy women from various age groups into a
5-week study
The trial was of multifactorial design with folic acid, vitamin
B12, vitamin B6 and placebo in its four arms
Twelve healthy women aged 65 to 92 years received 75 mg
vitamin B6 orally per day and were compared with 21 healthy
women who were allocated to placebo
No statistically significant benefits from vitamin B6 on mood or
cognition were observed
Vitamin B6 supplementation and healthy older men: Deijen 1992
recruited 76 healthy men aged 70 to 79 years
They were divided into 38 matched pairs, one member of each
pair randomly allocated to 20 mg of vitamin B6 (pyridoxine
hydrochloride) per day for 12 weeks the other to placebo
No statistically significant differences between treatment and
placebo were found in their effects on cognition or mood
Effect of vitamin B6 supplementation on vitamin B6 status:
Deijen 1992 reported that 20 mg of pyridoxine hydrochloride per
day for 12 weeks increased blood vitamin B6 activity as assessed
as by plasma pyridoxal-5'-phosphate (WMD 238, 95%CI 211.58
to 264.42, P&lt;0.00001) and erythrocyte enzyme asparate
aminotransferase (WMD 0.43, 95%CI 0.30 to 0.56, P&lt;0.00001
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Effect of vitamin B6 supplementation on blood homocysteine
concentration|
Neither of the included trials measured homocysteine levels
All participants allocated to vitamin B6 or placebo completed the
trial protocol|
Adverse Events: No adverse effects were reported
Effect of vitamin B6 on carer burden, care costs and
institutionalization rate
We found no trials in which these outcomes were assessed
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This review found no evidence for short-term benefit from
vitamin B6 in improving mood (depression, fatigue and tension
symptoms) or cognitive functions
For the older people included in one of the two trials included in
the review, oral vitamin B6 supplements improved biochemical
indices of vitamin B6 status, but potential effects on blood
homocysteine levels were not assessed in either study
This review found evidence that there is scope for increasing
some biochemical indices of vitamin B6 status among older
people
More randomized controlled trials are needed to explore possible
benefits from vitamin B6 supplementation for healthy older
people and those with cognitively impairment or dementia
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